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Patrick Holian
So Smooth, the Beaks

The thrushes made of basil dress shabbily, though they do
not know it. They attend board meetings, take notes, and
stuff their throats with cotton, so as to muffle their songs
and avoid interrupting the flow of discussions or the petty
arguments that often ensue. They have chestnut colored
hearts on their breasts. They call their mothers in Cleveland
and Oswego and Lake Charles and Vancouver every Sunday
evening at seven p.m. These basil thrushes listen intently
to their mothers, yet often lose focus due to dread of the
upcoming workweek. When watching Dancing with the Stars,
they take a crumpled receipt from their pockets, straighten it
out using the edge of the coffee table, and jot down TDL! for
“Take Dance Lessons!” Weeks will go by and they will have
forgotten the note until they happen upon the folded slip
of paper on laundry day, in a laundromat next to a bowling
alley. Around the basil thrushes Filipina grandmothers speak
a joyful dialect of Tagalog the thrushes don’t recognize. The
thrushes wear an unflattering sweater they put on for such
occasions, when everything else is dirty or when they wish
to irritate or embarrass loved ones.
When they see the note they imagine that this life is all
a prelude to something bigger, but that it is a wonderful
prelude, with the steady melodic hum of clothes revolving
in dryers, the old women smiling their golden smiles at
the thrushes and laughing in a good natured way about
the hideous sweater, the warmth, the smell of detergent,
the prospect of bowling a few games when the clothes are
clean, the crinkle cut fries the thrushes will invariably order
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at the bowling alley, the mayonnaise and ketchup and relish
they will spread over the fries, a small, modest life where
everything sings, from bus rides to food stamps to the trash
chutes in their apartment buildings.
It typically takes a thrush two or three matches to light
a candle. Basil thrushes suffer from anxiety. They cannot
be in a room without a burning candle. Something about
the flickering of the flame acts as a salve for this general
disease. They carry small votive candles with them at all
times for just this purpose.
When power-washing stairs, basil thrushes will often wear
earplugs, to protect their hearing, but will sometimes listen
to music wearing expensive headphones they collected cans
and bottles to purchase. In order to collect these cans and
bottles, the thrushes leave their beds hours before dawn
and canvas the well off neighborhoods alongside the odd
drug addict and wiry old men and women who carry sticks
across their backs, anchored with a black plastic trash bag
on each side. Sometimes the thrushes and the old men and
women stop on a corner to share a thermos full of water or
coffee, other times they will coolly acknowledge one another
from the other side of the street, and continue to go about
their business. Thrushes will listen to music recommended
to them by friends who know about music—cacophonous or
bleak or disjointed stuff, or terrifically explicit—but they will
wish they were listening to their own music, bland and safe
as it may be.
Basil thrushes typically have modest weddings, and marry
people who, like them, believe in a higher power, consider
themselves somewhat spiritual, and will attend nondenominational celebrations in parks or fields that are not
affiliated with any one specific religion (the thrushes and
their spouses recognize the faint palm print of Christianity
in many of these celebrations, but this doesn’t particularly
bother them). These weddings take place in June, September,
and February, and the thrushes perform intricate song and
dance routines for their spouses at their wedding receptions
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(these intimate dances are tailored to their specific spouse,
their spouse’s characteristics, likes and dislikes, so no two of
these dances are ever the same, or even close to the same),
and attendants will whisper that there is real talent here,
and though they whisper the thrushes, who have excellent
hearing, will hear these complimentary remarks, and their
hearts will swell with pride.
The basil thrushes buy starter homes with their new significant
others. These homes have faulty wiring, poor insulation,
leaky roofs, and too tiny kitchens, but the thrushes and
their spouses make do, and begin to have children. Things,
for the most part, are not unpleasant.
In their late 20s or early 30s, the basil thrush will leave their
significant others, their children, their jobs, and everything
else, to follow a charming lover across the country. The
charming lover will pay for everything and speak of their
future together as they drive east, though the charming
lover’s wedding ring will remain conspicuously in place. The
basil thrush will say nothing about this, consider this a nonissue, or, perhaps, a sentimental vine that will later need to
be trimmed. The basil thrush and their charming lover will
typically make love two to three times a day. The farther
east they drive, the more tender the sex becomes, and
the less rough, exhilarating, and illicit. The charming lover
begins to do things that reminds the basil thrush of their
abandoned significant others, which then remind the thrush
of their children. It is then that the basil thrush will begin
to molt, and ask to pull over at every truck stop in order to
excuse themselves to the bathroom and sob pitifully, and
when the charming lover asks if anything is the matter, the
thrush will sing a chipper song and change the subject to an
upcoming landmark or state park.
The basil thrush and their charming lover will part ways in
Minneapolis. The charming lover’s significant other is sick,
and, moreover, the charming lover can tell that this is taking
far too great an emotional and physical toll on the basil
thrush. The charming lover puts the thrush up in a fully
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furnished apartment overlooking the interstate, pays for six
month’s rent, then makes love to the thrush one last time
before leaving.
The thrushes will keep houseplants, enough so that the
windows begin to steam. The thrushes will reconnect with
both their mothers and their significant others (who are
unbelievably understanding about the whole incident) on a
far more meaningful level. The thrushes will sing to their
children over the phone, tell their children stories, inquire
about school. The thrushes will pick up inflections in their
children’s voices they had never noticed at home, flattening
of a sounds and the omission of the letter r in certain words.
The thrushes will spend eight to ten hours each day on the
phone, as they water plants and watch the news and make
casseroles. Within the first few weeks the thrushes determine
to use the remainder of this time for self-improvement, so
they begin to wake before sunrise each day to jog, even in
the snow. They consider collecting cans, but decide against
it for some reason.
They read philosophy. They eat from the outer aisles of
the grocery store, a strategy Oprah recommended to avoid
processed foods. They sleep soundly in their beds, and their
bowel movements are regular. At the end of the six months
the thrushes leave, stop to visit their mothers for a week
before going home to start their lives anew.
They shower at night to save time in the mornings, but
one to two times a week they are struck by the fear that
they smell due to night sweating. They will pull their shirts
away from their chests in order to create space between
their bodies and the fabric, and reapply deodorant that they
keep in the middle drawer of their desks a number of times
throughout the day.
Basil thrushes tend to look to the sky when they walk. They
apprehend the chutes and crevasses and tunnels created
by branches of trees or the undercarriage of awnings. They
recall the swift vicious grace they were once capable of, their
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ability to dart through these spaces, the ability to compress
themselves, their skeletons, into nothing more than a tiny
scrap of life. The basil thrushes look to the sky, which seems,
in major cities at least, simply an extension of mankind,
borne up on the ingenuity and arrogance of humanity. The
sky can seem both more tarnished and less tarnished when
one is walking on the ground; the existence of this paradox
puzzles the thrushes, but does not bother them. The basil
thrushes vaguely recall the people with their khaki vests and
binoculars and cameras that used to look at their distant
ancestors up there in the sky. The basil thrushes would like
to meet these men and women, have coffee with them, laugh
with them, see pictures of their grandchildren and cats and
prized automobiles, but the birders seem disinterested in
the grounded basil thrushes now.
All basil thrushes have a horrible sense of direction, yet
refuse to seek out or accept directions; thus, all basil
thrushes are late. Their children and significant others
factor this shortcoming into their own daily routines, and
carry books or magazines with them to help pass the time
whenever they’re waiting on the birds. As they are always
late, they always arrive to their destinations breathless, their
ruby tongues throbbing at the cusp of their beaks. When
confronted by administrators at the schools their children
attend or supervisors at their places of business, they will
assume an air of diffidence, but say that there is nothing
they can do.
On Saturdays the basil thrushes will give their children sugaror honey-water. They will sift all the flour and sugar in the
house. They will check the oil levels of their cars, and if it
is low or in need of changing, they will attend to the matter
while listening to the radio. Their approach to parenting is
hands off. They prefer to let their children make their own
mistakes and figure things out on their own, even in cases
when a child’s safety is at risk. This is regularly a point
of contention between basil thrushes and their significant
others. No conclusions have been drawn about the success
or lack thereof of this parenting philosophy: their children
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have gone on to lead successful, impactful, productive lives,
lives mired in addiction, anguish, self destruction, and utter
failure, as well as quiet, unremarkable lives.
Basil thrushes believe in the death penalty insofar as they
don’t have to pull the switch. If that was the case, if they
were responsible for pulling every switch or administering
every lethal injection in the United States (basil thrushes do
not bother themselves with questions of capital punishment
abroad), or even just eliminate one life, they would not
believe in the death penalty.
All basil thrushes take a trip to the Yucatan peninsula in their
early 40s. They travel with their significant others, children,
and their in-laws. The thrushes pack enough food for the
trip, and subsist on trail mix, energy bars, protein shakes,
and seaweed snacks. They spend what money they would
have spent on food on crafts and art. Their significant others
insist that this is unnecessary, and bizarre, and that they will
pay for the food, not out of the joint checking account but
out of their own personal account, but basil thrushes, once
they have made up their minds, are not to be dissuaded. The
real reason for all this is that there are no decent Yucatecan
restaurants in their neighborhoods back home, and the
thought of tasting something one finds that they can not
live without, to never have the opportunity to taste it again
in one’s lifetime, is an unsettling and painful prospect. They
derive a great deal of happiness from watching their loved
ones eat, and smelling the velvety lavender and mahogany
colored scents that pour forth from the kitchens of these
restaurants, scents all the richer for their abstention.
A few years before death, basil thrushes purchase khaki vests
with many pockets and expensive cameras and binoculars.
They fill as many of the pockets with gear as they can,
putting pennies in the remaining pockets, as they heard it’s
bad luck to leave them empty. They go out into the woods
or even secluded parks and watch the great great great
great great grandchildren of their ancestor’s friends. The
basil thrushes remove their shoes and dig their claws into
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the earth and call out to the birds. The other birds look at
them quizzically, do not recognize them, and go about their
business. Before long the basil thrushes lose interest and sit
on the ground and pout, eating the snacks they had packed
and watching motocross videos and cooking tutorials on
their phones. Soon, they sell everything they bought online
and ask their significant others to be kind and not bring up
the amount of money the thrushes lost in this endeavor.
When basil thrushes near death their hearts begin to beat
more rapidly. They keep their significant others awake at
night with the sound so they move to the living room to
sleep, but before long they move to the garage (some will
even glue egg cartons to the walls of the garage, to further
diminish the sound). The beating of their hearts intrudes on
family dinners and in the workplace as well. They begin to
wear three or four layers to suppress the sound. They sweat
profusely. They meet new people in their lives, and a sad
thing occurs to them: these new people will assume that
basil thrushes have always sweated profusely, and won’t
know that this is a recent development.
The basil thrushes speak to their lawyers and insurance
agents and the HR department at work, and put all their
papers in order. They speak to their doctors, who give them
a month or two, tops. They sit down their families and plan
an elaborate celebration, one that includes friends and
family, estranged acquaintances and the like. They track
down a Yucatecan caterer from two states over who agrees
to provide food for the event. The basil thrushes buy new
clothes that make them regret not having done so sooner.
They sand and polish their beaks nightly, and sing to their
children over the roar of their hearts. Then, one night, just
a few days before the celebration of their lives, they set up
a stereo system in the garage to play a recording of their
heartbeat. They slip out of the garage, unclothed, and jog
a few blocks to where a man in a pickup truck waits. The
basil thrushes feel as though their hearts will shatter their
ribcage, but no such thing happens. The thrushes found the
man—discrete, tall, from Canada—through a friend of an old
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co-worker. The two drive in silence for two hours to a hiking
trail that is closed this time of year. There is a chain drawn
between two posts that block their way. The man says to
wait a minute and leaves the car with a large set of bolt
cutters. The basil thrushes feel a small bump as they drive
over the chain, stretched across the road like a dead snake.
At the falls the man asks if he can watch. Basil thrushes
are typically shy, but they feel as though having a stranger
watch would somehow be fitting, so they say yes. There
is no moonlight, but there are a decent enough amount of
stars out. The man’s boots make a pleasant sound in the
gravel—swish, swish, swish. The basil thrushes look down
and can faintly see the thrashing, frothy water at the base
of the falls. So smooth, their beaks. So smooth. The basil
thrushes think of those vests and their endless pockets, and
their heartbeats are lost amidst the pounding of the falls
against the stones far below.
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Kathy Z.’s Photo Brought Me This

These lilies of the valley
are lanterns in close-up,
the eye-level letting shadows meld
to a backdrop of pitch-perfect Pine.
How does such whiteness
come from that shade--the radiance of blind fish
bleached and blanched
by not having known sun?
These are turned-over-parasols
singing of grace in their scents,
the mild sweetness
of my grandmother’s talcum.
She planted and loved
the abundance of tubers,
entire generations
populating under her thumb.
If this paper could propagate that
cool damp moss
could be touched in comfort
seemingly without end.
Pretend in that for once anyways
& that this mystery
has no hidden agenda.
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Some things in nature
are this trustworthy
as my grandmother’s pale hands
amid those valley’s lamps:
ruth to ruth amen.
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J. Bruce Fuller
The Sacrifice of Isaac

There are sons and there are fathers.
The ram is caught in the thorns.
Who will stay our sturdy hands
when the knife is raised on the mountain?
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Burial

The way they argued now was something like a different
animal. When she tried to explain the change to her friends,
to her co-workers, she faltered, finding herself repeatedly
at a loss. “It’s just different,” she’d finally offer, flustered by
the anticlimactic nature of the story she told, troubled by the
things she had to keep hidden, “there was never so much
at stake before, we’d just let things drop.” Now, nothing
disappeared. Everything in Colleen’s life felt recorded. When
she interpreted events for the general public, away from the
shrink’s couch, from her family’s group therapy sessions,
she felt as though she was constantly engaged in a process
of redaction.
She felt ambivalent about her lunch because -----------------------What her brother had done was ---------------------------------------The way her mother responded to it was inappropriate, but
--------------------------She couldn’t sleep at night, she kept wondering if there was
something she was forgetting, if the next chapter of the
story would come unearthed from her like the things they
used to find covered by the Spanish moss out back, if she
would remember a game that they had played, the way that
her brother had ------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------15
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---------------------------------------------------------------------A suddenly recalled nightmare, an incidence of ---------------------“It’s just,” she’d try, “we’re living,” she’d stop, “it’s just a
cheap melodrama.” Shit was bad before, but now it was
worse. She’d breeched 30 and still couldn’t get her family
to unhinge its jaw and let her go. “I’m supposed to have
boyfriend drama,” she told a friend over plates of spare ribs
and greens, “hell, husband drama, maybe. Baby drama.
The drama of not being able to get pregnant, of suspecting
infidelity or not getting him to pull his weight around the
house.”
This friend nodded like the other ones. This friend looked
at the table and pushed beans around her plate. This friend
nodded and muttered, “Yeah, I know, it sucks, dude. It really
sucks.”
Colleen wanted to shake these friends. It did suck, yes.
She knew that it sucked. She knew that she was looking
for validation of the sucking, confirmation, sure, but also
something else. Something that said, “We all have these
problems. We all find these skeletons. You are not unique.
You are not special. Here are the reasons you should move
on: 1. you. 2. are. 3. the. 4. same. 5. this. 6. happens. 7.
sometimes. Here is $15,000 to begin to start your new life.
Here is a spare room. Here is the number for a really good
hit man.” These are not things these friends said. Instead,
she knew that they were waiting for their turn to speak, to
shell out their own minor aches and pains and then leave
her, forcing the unpleasant information she’d revealed from
their shallow little lives.
Colleen wanted to worry about stupid shit.
Colleen wanted to worry about, like, yoga pants. Yoga pants,
bedazzled sweatpants, swimsuit season.
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Colleen wanted to be bothered by why no one retweeted her
joke about the weather.
Colleen wanted to worry about whether she drank enough
water or worked off enough calories or needed another
sweet tea or whether it would be a narcissistic faux pas to
photograph herself trying on clothes as she cleaned out her
closet.
She tried. She dyed her hair candy pink and buzzed one side
of it, broke away from the good, put-together career person
she’d tried to be. She tried looking like a pop star; not a
girl, not yet a woman. She pushed rings on all her fingers,
pierced through cartilage, brushed pixie dust glitter on her
eyelids and adorned herself in shades of violet and fuchsia.
She wanted the look to say: here is a girl in touch with her
feminine side, but more than some delicate flower. This is
a girl eternally youthful. This is a girl who won’t let small
dramas bring her down.
On second dates, though, at dinners with friends, in the
break room at work, the other thing comes out. The thing
that wants to talk about what’s gone wrong. The thing that
can’t keep it from infecting every other topic. The thing that
makes her accidentally begin conversations with “well, my
therapist suggested...” before doubling back.
Colleen worries about what her older brother has done to
her youngest brother.
What her older brother is doing to himself.
What her older brother is doing to the infrastructure of their
family.
Whether the thing that possesses her brother could somehow
possess her.
Whether ------------------------------------------17
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or, ---------------------------------------------------------It would be better to talk about these things with her family.
To complain and yell at them. But the way they argued now
was different. Clinical. Annotated. A single thing said could
be analyzed for hours until it was emptied of its emotional
content. Until it was excused.
*****
It was her dog’s fault she had to give up her apartment. The
thing was a bulldog, a genetic anomaly, a glitch in breeding
and evolution, a barely walking lump of health problems
and blocked breathing. Frankie wheezed and drooled and
leaked trails of urine until she had to put him in diapers. The
vet bills were astronomical, and when the notice came that
they’d be upping her rent, Colleen crunched the numbers of
her checking account and called Gail.
“Ma,” she said, “I’m going to have to move into my bedroom
for a few months.”
Colleen’s mother wasn’t sure this was a good time. With the
brother, with the therapy, with the other brother’s upcoming
wedding, with the way her father had been so irritable, so
depressed as a result. “Things aren’t so good, Colleen,”
Gail said, “if I were you I’d use this as a chance to run
away. Really, I think you should just leave for awhile. We’ll
understand. You can come back at Christmas, from time to
time, but I think you should start a new life somewhere.
Really, I think your dad and I would understand completely.”
“Don’t you think it could help move things along? That
maybe we could get a bit of closure with everyone under
the same roof? That we need to get through this?” Colleen
said, “Besides, I’ll be blunt, mama, I need to save up for a
little bit and not rush into anything. The housing market is
for shit right now.”
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As she spoke, Colleen scrolled through the listings. A studio
above a bakery at $850 a month, an offer to move in with
two “laid-back young professionals in a hip neighborhood”
at $1250 for a shared kitchen. Colleen frowned, imagined
the bakery catching fire, the laid-back young professionals
prancing naked through their shared space, the bathroom
cluttered with their belongings, the discovery that they’d
used her shampoo.
“Really, if I were you I think I’d just go anywhere. Really, it
doesn’t even matter. Start a new life. I could probably get
your daddy to help subsidize it a touch, just a little. $100 a
month, I think. You could have a new life. Go north. Go to a
big city like Boston, maybe.”
Colleen did not see the point of explaining that $100 was
nothing, that she was on the verge of a big promotion at
work, that it didn’t matter where she went, “No,” Colleen
said, “I’m coming home, mama. Just for a little while. I’ll be
out by the New Year.”
Her mother sighed, “Well, it’s damn hot to be moving all
that furniture again, baby, and you’re stubborn as get out,
but I’m making a CostCo run. I’ll pick up those little pretzel
baggies you like.”
It felt like a small victory, though Colleen knew this was just
an addendum to the list of things that had gone wrong, the
stuff that sucked. Now, when she saw her friends she added
the burden of living temporarily at her parents’ home. “They
were dominating so much of my time already, though,” she
explains, “and so many of my thoughts. So, I’m trying to
see it as a good thing, like a way to step forward. But, also,
I need someone to share the burden of the dog...”
“Right,” the interchangeable friends say, “that’s still awful
though.”
Colleen nods. Colleen always nods.
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*****
The problem was that her brother had a problem. Many
problems. The problem was that her brother brought these
problems into her family, and that these problems were the
sort of problems most families never have to even think
about. Colleen, on her own, when she thought about it,
did not have any real problems apart from the fact of her
brother. She wasn’t good at making friends with men without
letting the idea of dating them get in the way, sure, and she
got too attached too quickly, maybe. She was a little broke
right now, sure, but other than that she recognized that
she was fine as fine can be. Given the right day, given the
right interchangeable friend, she would attempt to express
this via an expression of her disinterest in her brother’s
continued ability to live.
“If he slipped up,” she said, “if he just slipped up, if any of the
things got him, that would probably be for the best.” There
was one day, too, when she even noted that she would not
mind if she walked into his bedroom and found him hanging
in his closet, or passed out in his own vomit, or slumped
over in a chair with a needle limp in this arm. “That would
be fine,” she said, “Really, it sounds terrible, but it would be
fine. It would be what I need, what would be best for my
family.”
“Sometimes death is the easiest way,” the other party had
offered, “I watched my grandmother suffer for so long that
her passing became kind of a relief. We felt like she’d finally
found peace.”
“Yeah,” Colleen said, “It’d be sad, but these things pass.”
This is not true. Colleen thinks that her brother doesn’t
need peace. This is the thing she does not say. This is the
point where she resumes her nodding, where she lets the
subject drop. People don’t talk about what it really feels like
to wish a should-be loved one a death as painful as possible.
Colleen wants that for her brother sometimes. She wants,
she thinks, to buckle him into the electric chair, to pull that
20
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proverbial trigger herself. She’s not even the victim, not
really, just the accidental side effect.
*****
The air conditioning breaks in her parents’ house when the
heat index is at its peak. 105 and muggy, too many adult
children crammed back in their old spaces, people pounding
on bathroom doors and waiting for their turn to shower.
Colleen regrets her decision to return almost immediately.
The house is too full, but it’s not like it was when she and
Chris were in high school. The taunts and insults are genuine,
angry, spurred by a shared sense of the myriad ways things
had gone wrong for them all.
Colleen was there to save money, to try and make things
right.
Chris was there because he was too good, because his fiancé
felt that they needed to live apart for a few months before
the wedding, that this could only strengthen the anticipation
for the event.
Elliott was there because of what Jason had done to him,
because he was broken goods, and because he was still
young enough to live at home without judgment.
Jason was there because there was nowhere else for Jason
to be. Because Jason had no money. Because their parents
didn’t understand that they enabled his bad habits. Because
the last time they let him go the police brought him back
half starving and with and with two amputated
toes. He’d made it as far as a crack den in the Indiana slums.
Colleen waits for the sound of running water, waits for Jason
to start singing off-key reggae jams in a put-on patois. She
cringes at the sound of it. All those happy, hopeful lyrics
spewed from his thin devil lips. She thinks of what her
therapist says, that she should address problems head on,
that now isn’t the time to be silent or passive aggressive.
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“If you don’t like the situation, you should try and change
it,” Colleen says, “If you don’t like the situation, you should
try and change it. Do what you can to change it. Head on.”
She recites this down the hallway. She’d told some people
this advice, they’d all agreed that it was sound. “You should
talk to your parents about what you think they’re doing,” a
friend had said, “really spell it out for them.” She has done
this before, of course, but she decides it can’t hurt to do it
again.
“Jason shouldn’t be in this house, mama,” Colleen complains
from the threshold of the master bedroom, her ma’s lumpy
shape strewn beneath the ceiling fan, “he belongs in a jail
cell or an institution, not housed with his victims.”
“Lord, Colleen,” Gail breathed from the darkness, “they ain’t
children anymore. They’re grown men. The only thing they
can do now is yell and hate at each other. I’m not giving
up one of my own to rot away in some cell, even if he is no
good.”
“One of your own, ma, brought a lot of harm onto this house,”
Colleen feels like she is spelling, explicating things for a
small child, illustrating the way to make a simple sandwich,
“He’s not your baby anymore, mama, he’s hurt all of us. All
of us equals many of your own. He’s basically a monster...”
she pauses, “...He should probably be rotting somewhere
for the things he’s done.”
Her mother propped herself on thick elbows, blonde hair
clinging to her full cheeks, “Chrissakes child, you make him
sound like a goddamn murderer, he hasn’t killed anyone,
Colleen.”
“He might as well have, ma. It’s not any better. It may
actually be worse.”
“Colleen, you shut your mouth right up. They’ll hear you,
and we need to be supportive of one another right now. For
chrissakes, it’s hotter than all get out in this house,” she
says, “and we don’t need the whole town talking.”
22
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Colleen does not say that the house is turning itself into a
literal manifestation of hell, that the demons possessing her
brother may be working to infiltrate and infest them all. She
doesn’t note that in the suburban sprawl their issues would
go unnoticed. She realizes she doesn’t know the names of
any of her parents’ neighbors. Her words twist in knots in
her stomach.
“We’ll talk about your feelings with Dr. Greene, baby,” Gail
says, “with Dr. Greene, but not here, not with me. I cannot
deal. Lord help me, I cannot.”
*****
Colleen texts with a guy who’s been messaging her. He sends
her winks and pokes, but when he constructs sentences
they’re loose and grammatically incorrect. Colleen winces at
each misuse of ‘their’ but is willing to make an exception if
he proves to be as good looking as his photo suggests. She’s
supposed to be looking for male friends, this is what she
agreed to do with her therapist. She’s not really sure where
to begin that process.
“Hey ive been thinking bout you ;)” this is the text Colleen
receives in Dr. Greene’s waiting room. The gang is all
here, slumped into the plush chairs, her mother the only
one sitting perfectly upright, worn-out canvas Coach bag
propped on her knees. Colleen isn’t sure how to respond to
the guy. She’s never met him, and in text code she knows
that thinking bout you kinda means he’s been having dirty
thoughts about the girl she advertises herself as being in
her pictures: pastel pixie-cut, sitting on the floor with one
arm draped over the dog. She frowns, it was meant to be a
deliberately unsexy picture.
She shows the text to Chris, “If you sent this to a girl, what
would this mean?”
Chris stares at it, makes a sound like a TV sitcom and
nudges her playfully, “Means he likes you, dumb ass. Just
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text something really simple back, like same. Or, see where
it goes, text what have you been thinking?”
Elliott leans over from the other side, “You got a boyfriend?”
“No!”
Elliott tries to grab at her phone, “You seen his dick yet?”
“No! Elliott, god, what the fuck?” Colleen says, “what the
fuck is wrong with you?” But she knows. She knows what’s
wrong with him. This is an example of the kind of behavior
that gets filed away as evidence and assessed in relation to
The Incidents.
“You want to? Give me the phone,” Elliott says, “I’ll get him
to show you, is all.”
“She can figure that out on her own you fucking degenerate,”
Chris laughs.
“Guaranteed, I can get this done faster. She’ll boner kill this
like she always does.”
These are things she’s heard other people’s brothers say,
other people’s sisters, even. Still, she gets that sick feeling.
It’s not just the way they argue now that’s different, it’s the
way they tease each other. Nothing sounds right anymore,
nothing is permissible.
Gail shoots them a glare from the other side of the room,
“Kids, I swear to god, you cut that out right now. Let Colleen
be, it’s a woman’s right to solicit things when she’s ready,
you don’t need to egg this on.”
“Yeah, Elliott,” Chris says, “Colleen will solicit dick pics on
her own time, it’s her basic human right.”
Colleen’s father is asleep in his chair. Jason is silent, separate
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from them, headphones unleashing a low hum of industrial
static. Colleen imagines how she’ll frame this interaction
when she speaks to her own doctor, when she tells her
friends. Or maybe this isn’t the type of thing that needs
to be told to friends. With everything else, she supposes
that this might just look weird. Maybe people don’t actually
talk about dating with their brothers. Maybe she shouldn’t
throw around the idea of dick pics in relation to her blood
relatives. Maybe their lives are already creepy enough,
already consumed by the inference of --------------------------------------.
By the way things were ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------.
Colleen thinks that maybe talking about establishing limits
may be something to add to her next therapy session. She
knows she shouldn’t talk about these things. She doesn’t
want these things to come up with the guy, but she knows
that, inevitably, they will. These are the things she talks
about. These are the things that she has to say.
*****
For the sake of transparency, Colleen invites the guy to pick
her up from her parents’ house. She figures it’s best to get
it over with, that he’s probably not a serial killer, and that
the earlier he knows that she’s temporarily a loser, the less
she’ll have to explain. Chris and his fiancé, Jaime, are the
only ones home when the guy pulls into their driveway.
Chris watches from the window, prepared to play some sort
of macho reindeer games.
“Respectable hatchback,” he says, “made in America, looks
clean, no douchebag detailing, no vanity plates.”
Jaime nods from the couch, stretched out in short shorts and
a fragile looking tank top, “Good sign. What’s his name?”
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His name is Bryan, and they watch discreetly as he steps
out of the car in properly fitted jeans. Despite the heat, he
wears a button-down. Jaime jumps up, pushing past Chris
to check for pit stains. Bryan has none. Jaime, an expert in
hair care, approves of his cut and color, his clean-shaven
face, “it suits him,” she says.
Chris answers the door, gives Bryan the once-over, shakes
his hand firmly and plays the part of a man of few words.
As they do so, Bryan looks, suddenly, as if he’s seen a
ghost. He stammers a greeting in a way that makes Colleen
immediately anxious. This is not going to go well, she thinks,
he wants to turn around already.
When Chris introduces Colleen, when she and Bryan say
their first words to each other, when their palms touch,
Bryan leans in and whispers, “Look,” he says, “I hope this
isn’t too forward, but I’m picking up a real bad energy in this
house. Something terrible has happened here.”
It’s the first time Colleen hasn’t had to say it, and she is
startled by his revelation, “Yes,” she nods, “yes, you’re right.
How did you know?”
“This spirit is oppressive,” Bryan says, “and, don’t be
alarmed, but if we’re being honest, there’s some kind of
demon thing perched on your head. There’s one on your
brother, too. Would it be alright with you if we changed our
plans? I know I said we’d go to the movies, but I think we
need to talk about your options.”
Colleen thinks that this feels rehearsed. She’s seen this
before, and so she knows how to respond. There’s nothing
surprising about Bryan’s revelation. She cups her hand and
leans near to Bryan’s ear, “Ok, but can it hear us?”
“It’s difficult to say,” Bryan says, “I don’t really know what
they understand.”
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Jaime winks at Colleen from the couch. She makes small,
excited jazz hands in response to Colleen and Bryan’s
proximity. Jaime is always excited about developments in the
romantic relationships of others. Colleen wonders if maybe
Jaime isn’t actually very good at reading people. It seems
strange to her that anyone would want to marry into this
family right now, much more likely that complete strangers
would be able to perceive what was wrong.
“Is this too weird?” Bryan asks, still leaning in. She feels his
breath on her earlobe and wonders if the demon can feel it
too.
“No,” Colleen says, “it actually makes a lot of sense. Should
we go for coffee? Food? I could really go for a smoothie or
something right now.”
*****
In the coffee shop, Colleen can’t get over the sense of
connection. It was just a quick drive from her parents’ house
to the local chain, but Bryan seemed to get at something
innate. He asked her questions that wormed their way
deeper than all of the friends and co-workers she’d been
trying to engage since this started, deeper even than Dr.
Greene, “Your brother Chris seems nice,” he tells her, “he’s
normal, but there’s a creature on his back, too. There’s
another brother. It’s your older brother, he’s the problem.
He’s where they’re coming from.”
Colleen imagines Jason as a dispatcher of demons, a
summoner of ghosts. He’s Beelzebub, The Lord of the Flies.
She tries to remember if that book ended with the other
kids eating Piggy. She always got the sense that that’s what
happened. This book ends with Jason killing and eating
Elliott, then Chris, then her, then her mother, then her father.
At the end, she supposes he will still not be satisfied.
“He’s not the devil,” Bryan clarified while parking.
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“Is he possessed by the devil, though?”
“No,” Bryan said, “it’s not the devil.”
“But is it his work?”
“No,” Bryan said, “there’s no devil per say, that’s just a
religious construct.”
“Oh,” Colleen said, “so how are there demons?”
“Did I say demons? I guess maybe that’s the wrong term.”
he didn’t seem able to come up with a better one. His
explanation, as he correctly assumed that what Jason had
done was ---- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------- and that Elliott’s revelation had quickly
prompted ------------------------------------------ -------------------- for the family, involved a heady array of terminology
and names that were not familiar to Colleen. Bryan, still not
breaking a sweat in his dress shirt, ordered an iced latte and
casually paid for both of their beverages while explaining,
nonplussed, the nuances of how it was he knew the things he
knew, and the way that ------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------. Colleen felt that perhaps it was inappropriate to confirm
or deny anything, that she should listen without betraying
some sort of cool, skeptical demeanor. She struggled with
attempting to appear as if she was the type who wouldn’t be
worried when told that there was an invisible thing clinging
to her back, and she pursed her lips and nodded very slowly
when Bryan attempted to describe the thing at her request.
“At first it looks like this flat, sort of grayish amorphous
blob, and indeed, it does seem to not have a shape; to be
sure, there are gelatinous caverns within it, places where
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it is transparent and where it seems to glow, places where
it seems knotted and tangled together, and where its
grayishness gives way to a various assortment of colors.
But it is not a blob, for a small tail-like thing has wrapped
itself many times around your neck, and it possesses small
clawed talon hands that dig into your scalp. It looks nice
with your hair color, though.”
Bryan slipped compliments into his explication in a way that
was reassuring to Colleen, he spoke of her problems without
her having to delve into them. She didn’t have to reveal
anything, didn’t have to feel like she was unloading anything
on him. There was something different in her nodding now,
something that came partially from a confusion as to why he
couldn’t get the difference between their/there. He seemed
to speak so eloquently, now.
*****
There was a way in which speaking with Bryan was much
like speaking with a particularly charismatic young zealot.
She hadn’t noticed it before, but at some point between
coffees she couldn’t help but equate his mid-summer button
down shirt with the uniform of some young Bible salesman or
Mormon. He had perfect posture when standing, and when
he sat a kind of practiced, elegant slouch. The way he spoke
was a kind of sermonizing. There was nothing inherently
romantic about the conversation they’d been having, and in
his absence she took a moment to scroll through her text
messages from him as if to make sure that once there had
been a kind of overt flirting. He had been a gentleman in
that he hadn’t sent a dick pic, he had been a gentleman
in that he didn’t really try to engage her in a sext or ask
her what she was wearing, or look to misspelled words to
inquire about her fetishes and fantasies. The texts were
sweet, cryptic, and plagued with emoticons. In person, he
had a slow, practiced quality about him. He let his words
land and leaned back when he came to a particularly salient
point. He had a slow drawl in the way that some folks did
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around here, and she supposed his upbringing had been
more rural, more like her mother’s.
Bryan had a bit of a curl to his ash blonde hair and a bit of
a tan on his cheeks. He was attractive in a way clean-cut
enough to be almost effeminate, and she wondered if this
put together look was normal or practiced for first dates.
He had told her he had always had a second sight. He had
told her he had been told that he was exceedingly good at
reading people, that he had left a job once because he’d
been able to see that his manager was betraying them
all, that the company was inevitably headed towards legal
troubles. “I wasn’t a whistleblower,” he’d said, “because I
didn’t have any evidence other than intuition. I knew he was
cheating people, and his burden, his creature, kept growing
and becoming monstrous. He was a thin man, but the thing
on his back could barely fit through your average door.” He
had many stories like this, and she listened to them all with
attention she knew was rapt. He made her comfortable,
but nervous. She tried to hold his eye contact, but couldn’t
always without blushing and turning her rings one after the
next on each finger. He continued to elaborate on the places
he’d seen burdens like hers before, and he noted that it was
curious they often seemed to be wrapped around the necks
of women.
“I think that there’s something about women over men,”
he’d told her, “that allows you to feel the weight of certain
problems more in the head and shoulders area. You think
about things in a more present way, perhaps, than many of
the men I know.”
Colleen had never been comfortable with people who
spoke in terms of the things men did versus the things
women did, but she found herself allowing it. Like all of
Bryan’s observations, there was something genial and wellintentioned about the division, something vaguely scientific.
“Many of the men I know -- and I hesitate to include myself
in this – are not capable of multi-tasking or of conceiving of
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their current problems in relation to their distant past. Your
brother Chris, for example, carries his burden on his legs.
It’s a metaphorical weighing down, of course, but things can
only stay metaphorical for so long.”
“Can they? Can things?” Colleen had asked.
“Yes,” Bryan had said, “they can only stay metaphorical for
so long.”
On this, Colleen knew that Bryan was surely mistaken, and as
she waited, she wondered if a man who struggled constantly
with the differences between there and their perhaps didn’t
know the proper definition of metaphor. He was the kind of
person who pontificated and spoke about theories that he
had without end. She imagined he’d been a hell of a stoner
in high school.
He comes back with her cup of tea and a second oversized
coffee for himself.
“The guy behind the counter has things much, much worse
than you.”
Colleen nods, feels weirdly pacified. The idea of a boyfriend,
or even just a friend, capable of perceiving the hardships
of others in passing is appealing. They had been talking for
hours, and she’d barely had to own up to anything. Nothing
about her brothers, nothing about her own feelings, nothing
that sounded like a complaint, nothing that sounded like an
unloading, nothing that sounded like a desperate searching
for empathy or agreement or confirmation of the validity
of her darkest inclinations. She’s thought this thought at
several points in their conversation, at every turn in Bryan’s
talking about himself talking about herself.
“It’s strange,” she says, “but I feel like you’re showing me
that my glass is half full by reminding me that so many
glasses are more empty.”
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“Life is barely long enough to do one thing half decently,”
he says, “and it definitely isn’t long enough to let that thing
around your neck hang on.”
Colleen resumes her nodding, “Right, right. You’re so right.
I feel,” she says, “like you’ve phrased so many things I’ve
been having difficulty describing so well today. This is easily
the best conversation I’ve had in, I don’t know, months.
Since this started. I mean, you know, since the reason for
the weight became clear.”
“It’s difficult to tell sometimes whether my readings are
correct,” Bryan tells her, “but with you, stepping into your
house, seeing the twin weight on your brother, everything
became very clear.” He described, briefly, in abstract, the
way he’d landed upon his read of --------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------, how it
seemed clear to him that what was going on was -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------. Colleen nodded and made a motion for him to
no longer speak these things aloud.
“You’re not wrong, generally,” she says, “but please, I want
to tell you that I’m impressed, I’m really enjoying talking
and listening to you. You have no idea how many hours of
therapy – family and individual—I’ve been forced into since
we found out about the... stuff... you’re not entirely wrong
about...”
“Sure, sure. I’m enjoying your company as well, Colleen.”
He reaches across the table and takes her hand, she can
feel the weight of his fingertips beneath her rings. She’s
conscious of the way her palms sweat where it feels that his
do not.
“Would you want to maybe do this again?” Colleen asks,
sensing that their date is somehow at a close, that they’ve
maxed out their allotted hours together and that a transition,
suddenly, from talk of demon-like creatures camped out
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among the living to the sort of small talk flirting of a real
date would be too strange. But his hand has taken hers. He
keeps holding eye contact. He still has half his coffee, at
least.
“What I was going to say is that, believe it or not, it’s not
often that people take me seriously when I try to talk to
them about things like this. I took a serious chance when I
told you what I did at the house, and lots of girls would have
just sent me packing. You didn’t, and I appreciate that. You
have no idea how often I feel like even my friends think I’m
a little crazy for believing in this stuff, but I see it. It’s hard
not to talk about things when you see them so often. Of
course, you know what I mean.”
“Yes,” Colleen says, “yes, I know exactly what you mean.
Really, I think we have a lot in common.”
They share a moment. Colleen does not know what Bryan is
thinking, exactly, but he is good at holding eye contact and
speaking words. He has kept her hand and she runs through
a serious of small, unnoticeable actions and thoughts that
make her feel, for a second, like someone other than who
she is. They’re not unfamiliar actions, but this time they
feel delayed and sincere. She gulps, she becomes overly
self-conscious, she looks away and looks back, down then
up, she sweeps a small strand of hair behind her ear, she
worries that her hand is shaking, she gulps again, she curls
her toes, she has a quick moment in which she tries to see
him as a long term prospect: introducing him to her parents,
introducing him to all those nameless friends, seeing him
in her bed, eating breakfast with him, going to movies,
exchanging vows, taking his name. She realizes she doesn’t
actually know his last name.
“What’s your last name?”
He answers her, and she doesn’t hate the way it sounds as
a replacement or addendum to her current one. She knows
that this is the thing she’s not supposed to do, and she
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tries to conjure up a vision of Dr. Greene speaking to her
about making friends with men, about not sleeping with
them, about forming lasting relationships with the opposite
sex, about empowerment and resisting the idea that – as
a woman past 30 – she needs to be married by now. If
you don’t like a situation, you should try and change it, she
thinks. She stops thinking about the life she could have with
Bryan. She refocuses her energy.
“To answer your question,” Bryan says, “I’d like to see you
again, of course, and I also think I have to. No offense, but
you’re at least a little bit stuck with me until we try and work
out some of what’s happening at your house.”
Colleen nods.
“You know, we haven’t really talked about your options, yet.”
Colleen nods.
“Would you like to extend this to dinner? I could use some
real food.”
Colleen considers telling him he doesn’t need to use
exorcisms to woo her. Instead, she just nods.
*****
At dinner, Bryan and Colleen arrange for a sort of exorcism.
Bryan tells her that the first step is the one that usually works
the best, and that he has done a fair amount of research
on methods of warding off bad energy and ridding spaces
of so-called evil spirits. They shouldn’t have to bring in a
priest, he notes, or get any kind of special permissions from
an organized or disorganized religion. There are other ways
of cleansing things, and though they may be emotionally
charged, he finds that they are relatively harmless. The
following Sunday, they decide, would be the day. He would
take a day off of work and encouraged her to do the same.
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He urged her to find a way to get her parents out of the
house, to get Jason out of the house, but to keep the
younger brothers there if possible. For the first step, it wasn’t
necessary for Jason to actually be there, he explained. In
fact, it was probably better if he wasn’t as he was already
understood to be the general source of negativity and --------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------.
Colleen could add to that list, and did, mentally, the following:
------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ and it wasn’t like he didn’t know,
because --------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- there
were suggestions, too, that it was possible that he had ---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, but there was
no point mentioning any of this to Bryan. He had a decent
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handle on the situation. He’d at least guessed the basic facts
of ----------------------------------------------- and --------------. That was more than enough to qualify a man as in need
of a drastic intervention, and more than enough to convince
her to let this beautiful, sweatless, hand-holding man into
her house to work his voodoo.
“It’s not voodoo,” he tells her, “did I call it that?”
“No,” Colleen says, “I just thought it kinda sounded like what
I know about voodoo.”
“No, it’s not voodoo,” he tells her, “that’s dangerous stuff.”
*****
She finds that even having a plan for an exorcism offers a
kind of relief from her various burdens. She steps out to
lunch with co-workers and her interpretation of events was
spun with a positive. “I’ve met this really great guy,” she tells
them, “and we have at least one date already scheduled,
with the possibility of more.” These friends are interested
in hearing more, they’re happy for her in a way that leads
to more questions and less advice. They don’t nod or shake
their heads or set their forks down quietly and try to look as
though they’re engaged. She doesn’t feel them feeling bad
for her or struggle to form words out of complicated events.
“We sat in that coffee shop for hours,” she says, “and there
was never a single lull in conversation. When I thought the
date was over, we went to dinner for more hours and then we
talked in the car just parked in the driveway like teenagers.”
The friends want to know if anyone made any moves, if
any deals were sealed. The questions they ask are more
delicately framed than the ones that Elliott asks, than the
ones that Chris asks, than even what Jaime wants to know.
“Did you exercise every woman’s right to a dick pic?” Elliott
asks.
“What were you doing in that car?” Chris asks.
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“What’s going on beneath that button-down?” Jaime asks,
“It’s kind of weird, right? To wear a button down in this
heat?”
“We talked!” Colleen gets used to saying in the days between
their meeting and the exorcism, “We talked for ten hours!
It was amazing! I’ve never had a conversation quite like it!”
Everything she says becomes a variation on this. When she
finds herself at a family dinner, she even tells Jason. By
then, her response is stock and delivered with too much
enthusiasm.
Gail looks at her, “Jesus, Colleen, quiet down with that,
would you? We got it. The boy is a great communicator.”
*****
On the Sunday of the mock-exorcism, Colleen wakes up
promptly with her alarm. She puts on one outfit, then
another. Tries to decide if this is more of an occasion for
athletic wear or if she should look her best. She tries on a
summer dress, then jogging shorts, then an all-purpose pair
of dark jeans. It’s too hot for denim, she realizes, and turns
back to option one. If she needs to change, she’s sure that
Bryan will let her know.
Her parents are gone, as they often are, and Chris, Jaime,
and Elliott are already parked with bottles of beer and a
pitcher of lemonade around the TV. They’ve arranged a trio of
box fans to hit them at all the right angles, but the humidity
remains insufferable. There is no sign of Jason, and it’s likely
that he had not returned from wherever he’d been the night
before. There was always the chance, Colleen knew, that
he would not return. That sometimes people just wound up
dead. It was a possibility often counted upon. Sometimes
people just wound up dead. One out of every how many?
Every day. Every second. It could be anything. It didn’t have
to be a vice, necessarily, or the fact of himself and his own
demons and the memory of ------------------ --------------37
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--------------------------------------- finally catching up with
him. He didn’t have to suddenly grow a conscious to wind up
dead. It could just be him walking across a street or driving
a car or looking at the wrong person the wrong way.
“Guys,” Colleen says, blocking the television, “guys, I have
something serious I need to talk to you about.”
They look her up and down, she’s wearing a nice summer
dress, the kind bought to attend a casual wedding or a
graduation party. “Holy shit,” Chris says, “you’re not eloping
with that guy, are you?”
Colleen does not humor this with a response. “Have you
ever wished our brother dead?”
“Dr. Greene asked us that before, you know.”
“No, but really, have you ever wished our brother dead?”
They shrug, neither willing to put into words what the motion
might mean.
“Are you going to kill him? Why are you dressed up?”
“No, Bryan is coming over and...”
“Is he going to kill him?”
“No, that’s not what...nobody is going to...”
“Then why would you lead with that question? Why would
you ask if we wanted Jason dead if you’re not introducing
the topic of killing Jason?”
“Because, see, there’s something else happening in this
house.”
“There’s a lot of stuff happening in this house. I think the
basement has mice.”
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“That’s not what I mean, I was talking to Bryan...”
“WE KNOW. TEN HOURS. For fuck’s sake...”
“No, Jesus Christ! Let me finish a goddamn sentence! Bryan
is...really perceptive, about a lot of things, and dabbles with
some unconventional methods of problem solving...” She
realizes that this still sounds like she’s suggesting murder,
and she gives up on ways of glossing over the facts, “namely,
exorcism. He’s coming over, we’re going to try and do this
exorcism thing. It could be interesting, and I would like if
you guys participated.”
Elliott laughs. He does not stop laughing. Jaime looks
worried. Chris is the only one who speaks, “Exorcism? Do
you think that Jason is possessed by the devil?”
Colleen explains what Bryan had observed. She details the
moment he walked into the house and the way he had been
able to intuit so much of what their family had been going
through. She tries to explain the non-demon demons, the
weights that they had on their bodies and how it was that
Bryan was able to perceive them. “It sounds really weird,”
she says, “but they’re like these externalized, literalized
metaphors that look like amorphous blobs but not. They’re
part of what’s plaguing this house.”
Elliott and Chris and Jaime do not buy it, necessarily, but
they’re intrigued. They’ve watched reality shows about ghost
hunters and cursed properties. Elliott went through a phase
where’d he been obsessed with horror films about children
with demonic, extrasensory powers. This was another one of
the things that had grown more sinister when they’d learned
of the ------ ----------------------------------, of course. The
three of them agree that they will hear Bryan out, that
they’re willing to play along. They turn off the TV. They wait.
The scene plays out much as it did when Bryan first visited.
Again, they watch him park his car. Again, they make note
of his weather-inappropriate attire. This time, it is Elliott
who makes note of Bryan’s lack of perspiration. “I know you
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told me about it,” he tells Jaime, “but I didn’t believe you.
I’m gonna ask him about it. He’s got some kind of magic,
every deodorant I’ve tried is for shit.”
Bryan carries a duffel bag and offers Colleen a one armed
hug. He’s thrilled to see her, he says, and has been thinking
on this day constantly for multiple reasons. She looks
lovely, he tells her, and he’s so happy to meet another of
her brothers. She asks him what he sees attached to Elliott
and he tells her it’s a big, fluid thing, a clinging lead cape
of negativity with a long body that drags across the floor
behind him. “People must step on his pain all the time,”
he whispers, and Colleen finds this especially poetic. Elliott
wears an old gym t-shirt with the sleeves cut-off and his last
name written in permanent marker at the breast, he crosses
his arms and squints at Bryan, he asks him for his secrets.
“You realize you look like you’re selling Bibles, right? How
you stoppin’ the heat from getting to you?” when nervous,
Elliott picked up Gail’s Georgia twang.
“I’ve always been accustomed to the heat, really,” Bryan
says, “but it helps when you’re able to pick that weight up off
your shoulders. You’ve got a devil of an extra burden clinging
to you. It’s gonna add a few degrees, no doubt.” With that,
he’s explaining. He has the same effect on her siblings, on
Jaime, as he had on her in that coffee shop. Bryan’s words
are a sermon, and he says them with conviction. He doesn’t
have to sell them things, doesn’t have to push, he just has
to read them and relate to them and show them that he
understands what it is that’s changed. He offers them a way
to change things back, to shift away from their present.
They move from the living room to the dining room, they
take seats and map out a plan for ridding their home of what
Jason brought in. Under the table, in quiet moments, Bryan
reaches for Colleen’s hand and squeezes it. In others, he
touches her bare knee. She has to silently remind herself
to focus, to concentrate on the fact of her brother’s mockexorcism.
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Bryan brings out bundles of sage, a Tupperware container
of holy water, various religious icons, a set of mouse traps,
a small neck pillow, two sets of handcuffs, three tall dinner
table candles, and a tangle of fluorescent bungee cords. He
tells them that the first step is to burn the sage, and that
they will all need to take their own bundles and enter and
exit every room of the house. They’ll split off in different
directions and when they walk into whatever room they
happen to enter last, they will stand stock still with the sage
in front of them and simply breathe while counting, silently,
to five hundred. To prepare, they take the batteries out of
the smoke detectors and anoint themselves with holy water.
“Didn’t you mention that this wasn’t a particularly Christian
thing? That this isn’t like an exorcism you need a priest for?”
Colleen asks as she crosses herself, uncertain as to whether
she’s performing the action in its proper order.
“I did. It isn’t, but these things can’t hurt.”
They pass around a cheap Bic lighter and set fire to their
bundles. They stand back to back, Elliott observing the
obvious: the stuff had a skunky smell, their parents would
return with questions. That didn’t matter now. They stepped
away from each other, performed their wanderings, each
veering in and out of spaces and trailing smoke upstairs,
into closets, smoke to be reflected by mirrors and sneezed
at by Frankie, half-asleep and snoring on her bedroom floor.
Colleen orchestrated her movements so that the room she
wound up counting in was Jason’s. She wanted to give it the
ritual cleanse, wanted to step powerfully into a space she’d
refused to enter in so very long. Chris, she knew, would
be trailing Bryan, would be stopping wherever he stopped,
would be making sure he didn’t park himself in their parents’
bedroom and root around for loose cash and family jewels.
She passed them in the upstairs hall, one following behind
the other. The first winking at her, the second flaring his
nostrils. It’s a caucus race, a looping and passing until
eventually she finds herself with one door left. Jason’s
room. She steps beyond the threshold, beyond the door still
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plastered with gift shop bumper stickers and the faces of
dead rock stars. It is not quite how she remembered it. The
space is clean, organized. There are no over-stuffed ash
trays on the window ledges or clothes strewn on the floor.
It’s not the room of a teenage boy, but weirdly like that of
a monk. Beyond the door the posters are gone and at some
point, it seemed, the walls had been painted. Jason’s bed
was made, there were unopened packages of chewing gum
on his dresser. His old compact disc collection was shelved
and, she suspected, alphabetized. Colleen forgot to count for
a moment, then began. One to five hundred, methodically,
with the sage held in front of her, staring all the while at the
hospital corners of Jason’s sheets. When she turns, Jason
is standing in the door frame behind her, face scrunched,
eyebrows raised.
“Y’all are getting weird around here. I don’t even want
to know, really,” he says, “just tell me this hasn’t been
happening often.”
Colleen doesn’t speak, she doesn’t have to. In that moment,
her brothers appear behind Jason, Bryan and Jaime alongside
them. They’re organized, somehow, and Elliott and Chris
wrestle Jason to his bed, handcuff him to the old wooden
frame from each wrist and begin working rapidly to bind his
legs with the bungee cords. Jason can do little to fight. He’s
not as strong as he used to be and lacks balance from his
missing toes, he seems resigned to his torment, and there’s
something in his expression that convinces Colleen he’s seen
this before, that it reminds him of something elsewhere.
She shakes away a vision of ---------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, tries not to suppose that it was
a play scenario like this that ---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------. The sage smokes in her hand, Bryan
takes it from her, asks Jaime to do with it what they’d done
with the others.
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“We saw him come in,” Bryan explains, “you were behind
in your count, we were preparing for the second stage. The
masses are weakened, but still there. When your brother
came home we knew what had to be done.”
“We’re not going to kill him, right?” Colleen asks, momentarily
hopeful.
Bryan looks at her, puzzled, “No,” he says, “of course not.
No, we’re going to complete the ceremony.”
They light the candles and shut the blinds. Bryan, still in his
button-down, no cloaks, no daggers, steps to the foot of the
bed and addresses Jason. Jason, Colleen notes, looks bored.
Bryan calls out his full name and raises his hands in the air.
He speaks in the abstract of Jason’s innumerable sins and
vices, of the wrongdoing he has committed against his blood
relations and the pain he has brought into their household.
He speaks in Latin, or so it sounds, and cuts himself off to
hold up the various religious symbols he’d pulled from the
duffel bag.
“We drive you from us! Whoever you may be! We drive you
all from us! Unclean spirits! All powers, Satanic or otherwise!
All infernal invaders! All wicked legions! All assemblies and
sects! As smoke is driven away, so are they driven! As wax
melts before the fire, so the wicked must perish at the
presence of all possible Gods! We drive you from us! Into
the light I command thee!”
Colleen is certain she’s heard that last part in a movie
before. At least one, possibly more than. Elliott, too, raises
a finger and seems about to speak. She dismisses it. Even
movies, she supposes, must get their source material from
something close to the real thing.
“Gods of the heavens,
Gods of the earth,
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Gods of the angels,
Gods of the archangels,
Gods of the patriarchs,
Gods of the prophets,
Gods of the apostles, of the martyrs, of the confessors, the
virgins, the junkies, the heathens, the rabble, the gentry, the
matriarchs, the tyrants, wizards, thieves, whores, children,
and small woodland creatures.
Gods who have the power to give life after death and rest
after work,
Gods who art creators of all things and created by all,
Visible and invisible,
Whose reign shall be no end,
We humbly prostrate ourselves before all of your majesty and
ask that you deliver us, that you drive out these burdens!
That you take these demons! These snares of the devil! That
you let us live in peace and liberty...”
The words are moving, but Jason is not. He simply watches,
listens, and cringes a bit. Not like someone who’s burning,
but like someone feeling empathy for another human being
they know is experiencing embarrassment.
“We pledge allegiance, to these gods! Away from the
tyranny of infernal spirits! From their lies and their furious
wickedness! We beseech you to hear us! We beseech you to
hear us! We beseech you to hear us!”
Bryan motions for them all to join him in his chant and
they do. The five of them call out in unison, repeatedly, for
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minutes on end, “We beseech you to hear us!” until Bryan
stops just as suddenly as he began.
Jason is crying. Not much, just one or two real tears. He
does not fight against his constraints, but nods gently as if
something in their exorcism chorus spoke to him at a level
deeper than anything they’d hit on in therapy in months.
As Colleen is about to ask whether they’ve finished, Bryan
leaps into action.
“Open the windows! Quickly! Quickly!” he hollers, voice
driving them to their posts. “Open the windows and shut the
doors! They’re leaving! They want out! Can you see them?
Can you feel the weights being lifted from your shoulders?
Colleen, do you feel a freedom of your scalp? Chris, of
your legs? Elliott, of your neck?” The boys fumble with the
blinds, raise the windows, punch out the screens. “There
they go!” Bryan cries, and he looks so happy, so in control,
that something in Colleen believes that it is true, that he
has solved their situation though Jason is still tearing up in
bed and she knows that nothing has really changed, that
everyone still knows exactly why they’re in that room playing
an elaborate game of make believe. They are children again,
kind of. At least there’s that.
Bryan is congratulating them all, and her brothers are
shrugging. They untie Jason, uncuff him and set him free.
He sits up in his bed and stares vacantly at Bryan. “That was
trippy, man,” he says, “do I, like, know you? Or, what was
that all about?”
There’s something about his amusement that deflates the
whole thing. Colleen can’t handle it, and though Bryan
seems unfazed, she decides to be chivalrous. Colleen steps
forward. She gets closer to Jason than she had been in quite
some time. Family portrait close. Standing in line close.
“Jason...” she starts, and then punches him in the face.
Because Colleen knows how to make a fist, because Colleen
has leveled up through belts and katas, she does this with
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exactly the right amount of strength to knock him back and
leave him with – maybe- one or two broken teeth. It’s not
a full punch, but a good one, and Jason’s dribbles a bit of
bloody saliva onto his perfectly made bed. He’s knocked out,
but only temporarily, and in this, Colleen is victorious. She
looks at her other brothers:
“Have you ever wished our brother dead?” she asks again.
“Yes,” Chris says, and Elliott agrees, “but don’t do it. You
can’t. Not now.”
“I’m not going to,” she says, “but we’re talking about this in
the morning. He can’t stay here. We need to come together.
We need to stand strong on this,” she points a finger, “no
more therapy. No. More. Therapy.”
They nod. She pulls Bryan from this space, yanks him by the
sleeve of his stupid buttondown shirt into the clutter of her
childhood bedroom. She strips him of his clothing, throws
him back in the dead heat against her too-small bed. Finally,
she notices, he sweats.
“We’re doing this, Bryan,” she tells him, “we’re doing this.
And after we do, we’re going to be friends. Just friends.”
She pauses, “I’m going through some shit, Bryan. My
family is going through some shit. I don’t need anything
complicated in my life right now.”
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The Knight Astride His John Deere Mower

What say you, love, what tidings bring
from myth’s-edge dreams of seers and spells
to waking world of household chores,
of leaves to rake and leaks to fix?
What ballad will they sing, my love,		
what epic saga tell, as you		
fold sheets, wash dishes, pick up toys,
split firewood and clear the snow?		
The calendar lists soccer camp,
ballet recitals, barbecues.
Pile children in the SUV
and head off to the shopping mall.
But when you pause to catch your breath,
when teeth are brushed and stories read,
ancestral bards sing doleful chants
you strain to hear and then forget.
What role to give you in their tales?		
Too hale to be the Fisher King,		
too flawed, they say, for Galahad, 		
too well-behaved for tragedy.			
Tell them that you once held the Grail,
dwelled in the castle Joyous Gard.		
A priestess spelled your ruby heart		
and cast love’s shadows on your dreams.
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James Jackson
FUTURE MEN

boys who would be future men
squealed at new Pokemon.
mimicked moves, karate’d birds
flapping and winging and flinging
OVER NINE THOUSAND!
miles per hour
and things
eight-dollar K-B Toys
always break
blue mega man
onto metal bunk
bed swung

CLANKCLUNK

sprints’a from kitchen, lotsa surge,
hi-ye-ho bullet train
small-scale rail
the basement
digging
digging through purple bin
TREASURE! TREASURE!
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homemade pogs; on one side
the cut-out cartoons
from game manuals, Zero so cool
his long blonde hair, red armor
give me his sword no
it’s mine
x-buster
circular cutting
rise to heroes controlled
control was so easy
yes, yes, think of life–
death in digital terms
those boys were the masters then
the future men and their
cold basement summers
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The World after the Fall

The sun warms asphalt parking lots, melts fallen
ice cream scoops, creates grainy rainbowcolored pools that reflect rusted frameworks
rotating and whirling in front of our feet,
creaking and rattling like bones, vibrating
like hands. A skeletal-wheel’s engine
lifts the children into sky. The car engines
fight with the machine’s rumble. An old fallen
man at the crank spits. The vibration
is part of him now. He ignores the rainbows
of stuffed animals and the flip-flopped feet
of lovers. Their fingers make a framework
an interlocking press, a framework
to hold these moments. Their belief is an engine
that makes them spin and laugh, lifts their browning feet,
into the air as though there never was a fall.
And their eyes birth new rainbows
despite the earthly rotations and vibrations,
and some quiet memory vibrates
of sweeter water than soda, a memory of work
brighter than the carousel’s rainbowcolored light bulbs. Once there were silent engines
to lift them into sky. There were no men fallen
pulling the lever— staring at their feet.
And the young know the power of their feet
to move them past the gate, into vibrating
gardens—temporary—before the fall
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gardens, where stuffed lions and lambs hang from frames
and are smile. There once wasn’t a need for pulleys and
engines
to resurrect shot ducks. The mechanical rainbows,
the jimmied and taped plastic rainbows,
that spin them back to life were real. Their webbed feet
lifted them up to sky. Here their engineering
is incomplete. The lovers’ lips vibrate
as they watch death, birth, and their framework
hands unravel. Their voices fail.
Their rainbow dresses with hems vibrating
above feet do not cover shame. but the lover’s work the
frame,
try to spark the minds’ engines from before the fall.
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A True Story: Based on a True Story

“If (sometimes) you can’t hear me it’s because
(sometimes) I’m in parentheses.”
					
- (Steven Wright)
From the top…
This is to be a story about two guys in their 20s.
One’s leaving. The other’s staying behind. The one’s going
West. W/ his girlfriend. The other, who’s staying behind,
wants to leave … but thinks he can’t. & maybe he’s right. (I
just don’t know yet.) Maybe he can’t leave. Maybe there’re
reasons. Mountain of debt. Sick relative. Gang of homeless
kids who depend on him for … (Absolutely not.) Wife. Wife
who doesn’t want to go b/c she’s always lived here. Her
parents live here. & she’s never lived farther than a half
hour away from them & all her friends live here & why does
the other want to leave anyway I mean there’s the baby
to think about & they just bought a house & there’re good
schools in the area doesn’t the other want his kids to grow
up in a good I mean is this b/c of that no account …
No.
It’s not that kind of story.
So maybe he’s right & … No. Maybe he’s not right.
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(REMEMBER NOT TO USE PHRASES LIKE “NOT RIGHT” IN
THE STORY)
Maybe there’s nothing holding the other back. Maybe he
only thinks he can’t leave – whatever the rationale. Yeah.
That’s better. He’s being held back by an abstraction. We
don’t know the reason b/c he doesn’t know the reason. He
only knows that he can’t go now. Reasoning & reasons be
damned.
The story should be written in the future tense. B/c that’s
what concerns the two main characters: the future. They’ll
be in their 20s. So all they’ll think about is the future.
As for the past, since they’ll be in their 20s, they won’t have
much past. & the one won’t be too interested in what’s come
before. The other’ll be more interested. B/c that’s where the
abstraction comes from. Where it will come from. But: the
future. That’ll be the most important.
All of this is based on a true story. Something that actually
happened to me. But it’ll be different than the true story;
creative nonfiction it will not be. But still, think about putting
“Based on a True Story” underneath the title. Or next to the
title. Or in the title. True stories are so popular nowadays.
(WONDER ABOUT THE +S & –S OF USING THAT TAGLINE…)
The beginning.
At the beginning, the two’ll be standing out front of the …
depending on the end of the story, call it the UZ Complex
or the Hamistagan Building or the Tartar. A smell of fish &
grease’ll be in the air.
The two’ll look like a vaudeville comedy duo. The one’ll be
tall. Thin. Dark hair. Cool. Smoking (no matter how bad it is
for you, it’s still cool. A sexy romantic suicide (as if Goethe
hadn’t made suicide sexy & romantic already)) … The one’s
the straight man. The other’s the clown. Short. Fat. Light
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hair receding. Not smoking. The clown’ll even wear a bowler
hat. Too small. & a fake mustache. Too tight shirt. Too short
pants. Too big shoes. An amalgam of Lou Costello, Oliver
Hardy, Charlie Chaplin. But he’ll be a sad clown – maybe
throw in some John Candy. Or Buster Keaton. (Don’t give
so many models.) (Anyway – fat, sad clown: John Candy &
Charlie Chaplin. Period. (& Oliver Hardy (but w/o the anger
(oh, who cares …)))) The one’ll be simpler – combination of
Bud Abbott & Dean Martin. But it’ll be the future. So maybe
some hipster sheik. Jason Schwartzman. No. Tom Waits.
(Wonder why, since I’m not writing a movie, I think so much
about actors (maybe work that into the story (somehow))).
The idea here: they’ll both be vaudeville types that’ve been,
that’ll be slightly updated. In a long shot, they’ll look the
part. In a medium shot, they’ll be off (again w/ the movie
references).
(CLEAN ALL THIS UP FOR THE FINAL DRAFT. STREAMLINE.
LESS CLUTTER. MORE EVOCATIVE. DO EVERYTHING NOW &
MAKE IT PERFECT.)
…
…
…
…
…
At the beginning of the story, the two’ll be standing out
front …
No.
At the beginning of the story, the two’ll be standing in
the parking lot of the Tartar Building. Behind them’ll be a
dumpster. Behind that an Arthur Treacher’s. Behind that a
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gray sky. Behind that’ll be God … No. There is no God. A
smell of fish & grease …
No.
At the beginning of the story, only the other’ll be there. By
himself. In the parking lot. Sitting on a rotted railroad tie.
Next to the aqua & white Tartar. In front of the dumpster.
The Arthur Treacher’s. The gray sky. The empty heavens.
An obese Charlie Chaplin. Fat Buster Keaton. Lone Costello
waiting for his Abbott. & then, w/ a squeal of brakes, wail
of belts, the one’ll arrive. Smoking. Chainsmoking. Pacing
around. From a distance, when the one finally stops. When
the other stands up. They’ll look like vaudevillians.
Dialogue:
The one: You know what I feel like?
The other: What?
The one: I feel like you do just before you get new shoes …
right before you get a haircut.
The other: Oh yeah?
The one: You know? You’re on your way, you’re on your
way, and someone tells you, “Hey, man. Those are some
great shoes.” Or it’s a good hair-day, and everyone tells you
about it. So now you don’t want …
[Beat.]
Then we’ll move in. & there’ll be that change. Like the screen’s
covered in plastic overlays that don’t quite fit together
(AWFUL SIMILE – COME UP W/ SOMETHING BETTER). As
if we’re watching two channels @ the same time. & the
channels are similar. But not exactly the same. The images
all wavy. The color off. One channel shows an old movie.
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The other shows an indie flick. & now they’re combined,
combining … sort of. Or something. Must keep going.
The one: That’s what I feel like right now.
The other: Yeah.
Even up close we’ll still expect the other to be more lively
(OR IS IT LIVELIER?). Wackier. It won’t be in him. Not on
this day. That day. Whatever day (accept the confusion of
pronouns (it’s about the future (though it took place in the
past (Based on a True Story?)))). The fact that he won’t
be wacky’ll make him seem even sadder (think of a better
word than sadder (but “sad” isn’t the right word in the first
place)) …
<sad: depressed, gloomy, miserable, cheerless, distressed,
down, unhappy – depressed & down are probably the best
options, but he won’t be all weepy, maudlin>
The one: Yeah. I mean I just found some great … and now …
The one’ll smoke more & stare @ the ground.
The other: I don’t know.
The one: What?
The other: No one’s ever told me I was wearing a great pair
of shoes. No one’s ever complimented my haircut.
The one’ll finish his cigarette & walk to the dumpster. Bend
his cigarette up. Throw it away. Walk back.
The one: Who knows? Maybe someday.
The other: Someday.
& they’ll walk into the building to go to work.
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No.
Before they go in, the one & other’ll stop. & look @ the
Tartar. A long shot again.
The one: Doesn’t it look like there should be a swimming
pool in here?
The other: Why do you say that, boss?
The one: I didn’t say that, I said, “Doesn’t it look like there
should be a swimming pool in here?”
The other: What’s that, boss?
The one: That is a demonstrative adjective.
The other: A demo … What does that have to do w/ swimming
pools, boss?
The one: I never said anything about what that had to do
w/ swimming pools. You said that, I said “swimming pool.”
The other: Gosh, I sure could go for some swimming.
The one: Not here you couldn’t.
The other: Why not? This looks like a place they’d put a
swimming pool, boss.
The one’ll look at the Tartar.
The one: Nope, I can’t see it.
The other: Of course you can’t. There’s no swimming pool
in here.
The one: There isn’t?
The other: Nope. Dry as a bone.
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The one: Huh. Well, that is strange. Doesn’t it look like there
should be a swimming pool in here?
& the one’ll go inside. The other’ll be lost in thought. Then
he’ll try to go inside. Run into the door. Look embarrassed.
Shake a finger @ the door. As if it pulled a good one on
him. Open the door. & follow the one down the hallway to
their office. Past the room next door. Past the room w/ the
Masters & Mullen name placard on the door. Past the room
they’ve talked about so frequently. Inside, the guy who
works there’ll be sleeping. Rocked back in his chair. Bit of a
smile on his face.
*****
“It’s the End of the World as We Know It (And I Feel Fine)”
plays on the radio. <Will play> The sun shines in thru the
window. <Will shine – remember: it’s the future that’s
important> The two guys’ll be working on laborious tasks.
It’ll be the one’s last day. It’ll also be the last day for End
108, the one & the other’s favorite station.
The R.E.M. song about the world’s end’ll play all day,
signifying the end. Or The End. Or THE END. Or THE END.
Or whatever.
This’ll be different than the real version. I think. Mostly we
listened to Led Zeppelin. & other classic rockers. B/c that’s
all there was to listen to. In Ohio. In the city of E----- (the
model for the town (which is just Euclid, not sure why I got
all fancy w/ the dashes)). Back then. In the past. Where the
story doesn’t take place … Somewhere in there was the end
of End 108. The 24 hours of the repeated R.E.M. song. (I
think …) So the real version … The true story …
It’s probably better if I don’t use the “Based on a True Story”
tagline. B/c everyone knows that anything “Based on a True
Story” isn’t true at all. Books about the Loch Ness Monster
are “Based on a True Story.” Movies about the Bermuda
Triangle are “Based on a True Story.” & when people tell lies
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they always begin w/ “I wouldn’t lie to you” or “Honest to
God” or “This is no shit.” The verbal equivalents of “Based
on a True Story.” True stories are never “Based on a True
Story.” They’re just true. & when people hear ‘em, or read
‘em, or see ‘em @ the movies, they say, “Huh.” & go home.
& look it up. &, what do you know? All that shit was true.
But since the story actually is based on a true story, maybe
it should be called, “A True Story.” & since the other’ll be
dressed like a vaudevillian anyhow (a pomo ploy (possibly
even post-pomo)), maybe “A True Story” is the best title.
(Think about italicizing either True or Story.) Thru-out the
piece, maybe people should be constantly preambling (?) w/,
“True story,” right before they say something outrageous.
& whenever anyone talks about something mundane, no
one’ll believe him. B/c he won’t’ve said, “True story.” The
events … What happens in the story’ll be close to what really
happened. What actually happened. Only they’ll be changed
enough to be new. & worthwhile to people who weren’t
there. So it won’t seem like an inside joke. Or reportage of
events that took place … once upon a time. B/c the story
doesn’t take place “Once upon a time.” It takes place in the
future. B/c … right (REMEMBER TO GET RID OF ALL THIS
REPETITION). & since it’s a true story, but it isn’t actually
true, maybe it should be called: “A True Story: Based on a
True Story.”
(What kind of title is that?)
(But I don’t have anything else.)
(Must move on.)
So: “It’s the End of the World as We Know It (And I Feel
Fine)” will play on the radio. Again & again. The sun’ll shine
in thru the window. No. Thru the window & then thru the mini
blinds. Which partially obscure the light. If there were no
blinds, the light would enter relatively unimpeded (the glass
being more of an amplifier than an impediment). If there
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were blackout-blinds there would be no light whatsoever.
But there’ll be mini blinds. & partial impediment.
The one & the other’ll be working on laborious tasks. The
one’ll be editing a manuscript. & inserting the corrections
into the electronic file. Again. He’s done this all before. But
after he finished, the computer froze. Then he rebooted the
computer. & found the hard drive’d reformatted itself (for
whatever reason). So he set the MS w/ the corrections on
his desk & went home. Upon returning, it was gone. Never
to be seen again. A common occurrence. B/c …
To get rid of all this post-pomo clutter, maybe it should be a
minimalist story. Impressionist. Based on spare description
& dialogue.
Two guys. Rather large office. Two filing cabinets (one
tall & thin, one short & fat (no bowler hats)). Two desks
(both ancient). Card table (timeless). Every surface’ll be
covered w/ misc. office supplies. The two desks’ll hold up
two computers (that’ve not aged well) & office supplies. The
card table’ll hold up a fax machine & printer (“Oh for the
days of summer” they’d say in a Magical Realist story) &
office supplies. The filing cabinets’ll hold up nothing (save
office supplies), but will contain manifold (?) MSS – of an
antediluvian nature.
(Antediluvian? Am I Edgar Alan Poe now?)
& the MSS’re all mixed together. Forming a new, everexpanding MS (Perhaps every script ever written & every
script that could ever be written will be contained in that MS
(No! Minimalist.)). The one & the other never put anything
in these filing cabinets. The one & the other stack the MSS
on the floor. Or make room on their desks. Max von Sydow,
the boss, puts things in the filing cabinets. & those things …
those MSS are never heard from … again.
(Vincent Price stars in another Edgar Alan Poe story …)
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Which is why the MS that the one worked on disappeared.
Which is why he’ll be working on it once more. Frantically
trying to finish. On his last day. (The end of the world (as we
know it.)) While the other types a list of e-mail addresses for
Mr. von Sydow. Again. The hard drive having been erased.
& Mr. von Sydow not having a scanner. So the other’s done
this before (150 pages – three columns – nine point font –
of e-mail addresses). & now again. The other’ll get tired of
this. & turn around. & see the one’s back. B/c the two guys
can only see each other if they both turn around @ the
same time. So, often, the one’ll turn around & the other’ll be
doing something, & so he can’t turn around, & so the one’ll
talk to the other’s back. Or the other’ll turn around (like
now (or then (in the hereafter))), & talk to the one’s back.
Or he won’t talk. Maybe he’ll look out the window. See the
grayness pouring in. Somewhat impeded by the mini blinds.
So maybe the sun won’t be shining.
@ the end of the world.
& so the two’ll work @ their respective tasks (laborious),
listening to the same song, over & over, which is what it was
really like, in the actual version (Based on a True Story). Or,
at least, that’s what it felt like …
Maybe it’d be better if the office was a modernist office. A
machine for working. Utter whiteness. Perfectly orderly. &
the one & the other’d type @ pristine desks. & when they
finish, they’d insert their work into slots in the wall. & then
after that action, paper in the slot, there’d be a mechanical
sound. No. Electrical sound. No. A laser-like sound. Yes. A
laser-like sound as the pages are whisked to their destination.
& outside clouds’d continuously move across the sun, so the
level of sunlight’d go from full light to mostly-full to partial
to mostly dark to dark as if the entire world were a copier
& the one & the other were merely part of this Grand Xerox
Machine We Call “Life” (Ugh. Where the hell did that come
from?) Pumping out copies. Listening to the R.E.M. song.
Over & over.
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Or maybe the story shouldn’t be set in the future @ all. It
should take place in the past. The Dickensian past. W/ the
one & the other @ roll-top or tilted desks. Made of wood. W/
candles. & inkpots & quills. Not typing in front of computers.
A song about the end of the world stuck in their heads. The
sun never coming up. & Mr. von Sydow glowering overtop of
his own desk @ the two for working so slowly. Certainly their
wages will … be … docked. For such lassitude. & impudence!
Claiming he lost a manuscript. What an outrage!
Or maybe a noirish office. Lone ceiling fan twirling. & no
matter whether the sun’s out or not, everything’s gray. Or
maybe on a tropical island – so much light & life outside.
While in here it’s cold. Crypt-like. Mr. von Sydow’ll look
undead. Or maybe it should all take place in the vacuum of
deep space.
Dialogue:
(CHOOSE A SETTING)
The other: Not much time left …
The one: I know. Almost lunch.
The other: I mean, till you go.
The fax machine starts printing a fax & then shuts off.
The one: Oh, yeah. That, too.
The other: What’re … What’re you gonna do … when you get
there?
The one (listening to the music): Maybe I’ll start a new band.
The other: Oh yeah?
The one: Yeah. Listening to this R.E.M. song makes me
think I’m moving on. And not just away from here. But …
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well … I know this sounds cheesy: but like I’ll be part of the
movement forward.
The other: Yeah…
The one: What about you? What’re you gonna do when I’m
gone?
The other sees the fax machine printing another fax. Only it
turns out to be a repeat of the fax before. (Symbol’s probably
too obvious here.)
The other: Well, I won’t be starting a band. Or even joining
one.
The one: Why not?
The other: I’m tone deaf.
& then the other’ll walk over to the window. & look into the
sun. Into the grayness. Into the darkness. Into the reaches
of deep space. No. (This isn’t even close to what actually
happened. & it isn’t better than what actually happened. It’s
just …)
(No. No. Stick w/ the facts.)
(But what are the facts?)
…
…
…
(That path leads to writer’s block. Must keep writing.)
I write: “‘It’s the End of the World as We Know It (And I Feel
Fine)’ plays on the radio. <Will play> The sun shines thru
the window. <Will shine>”
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But the R.E.M. song might not’ve been playing. & the sun
may or may not’ve been shining.
*****
Maybe it shouldn’t be a story about two guys in their
twenties. Maybe …
This’ll be a movie about two guys in their twenties. B/c
movies based on a true story … Well. They’re figured to have
true elements. But ultimately. Not so true.
So it’ll be lunchtime. & the one & the other’ll be walking to
a café. In the movie. If this should be a movie. Whatever it
should be. I don’t know. I’ve been trying to write this story
for years. B/c if I can write this story … & now it’s a movie.
Maybe. Maybe not …
Open on:
Well, imagine a camera (since I keep thinking of actors &
movie techniques (b/c, let’s face it, film is the dominant
medium (what a rationalization… (anyway, most books that
do well end up being made into movies (& even though I
read a lot, I also see a lot of movies (between seeing movies
& reading books, I’ve probably seen more movies (they just
take less time (&, anyway, that’s where the $ is ($? (& there
are good movies made – the $ notwithstanding (some even
based on books (good books (oh, what does this have to do
w/ anything? (who would read this? (who would make it into
a movie? (& who cares? (I’m a writer anyway (& I’ve read a
lot of books (wait a minute, you call this writing? (give me a
Polack (I could teach a Polack to write better than you (I am
a Polack (& that was a Princess Bride reference (but @ least
it was a reference to the book)))))))))))))))))))))))).
A camera. We see what it sees. The shot: a road. Could
be any road. & we’d see far into the distance, but waves
shimmer up off the road. Air waves. We expect someone to
come out of that haze. Like Clint Eastwood in High Plains
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Drifter. Or … (other people (in other movies (who’ve come
out of a shimmering distance (& I’m sure there are plenty
(but I can’t think of a one (even this doesn’t work)))))).
<Sigh>
But then the camera moves. To the left. To the sidewalk. &
when it does, we’ll see the one & the other. The one’ll be
played by Tom Waits. Young Tom Waits. Like from Down
by Law. & the other’ll be played by John Candy. Only, thru
the magic of film (NO!) … Only, using trick photography,
Tom Waits’ll be taller. Not a lot taller. But taller. & short
John Candy’ll be dressed like … well … a combination of
Charlie Chaplin & Costello (& Oliver Hardy (just go w/ the
description from before)). & we’ll be behind the one & the
other. We’ll only be able to see the one & the other. B/c in
the distance … b/c the distance will be shimmering.
& … oh yeah … the choice of actors’ll be fitting b/c Tom Waits
is still alive. While John Candy … has passed away.
(How can this be filmed, then?)
(Especially since Tom Waits doesn’t look like he did in Down
by Law anymore.)
The one’ll be wearing a jacket. The other’ll be carrying his
suit coat.
Dialogue:
The other: Are you hot?
The one: No. Actually, it’s kinda cold. Cool. I think.
& then the camera, it’ll do something weird. (This is to be
an art film, after all.) & it’ll zoom in on the other’s head.
The back of his head. & then we’ll see the other. In his
room. @ home. In his underwear. Old-timey underwear.
Giant shorts. Skin-tight A-shirt. Tall socks. W/ man-garters.
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All institution-white. & his clothes for the day’ll be laid out
on his bed. & @ the beginning he’ll be looking right @ the
camera. But then it’ll all start. & like in a Mack Sennett film,
the action’ll be double-speed. & he’ll put on his too short
pants too tight button down T-shirt polka dot suspenders his
comically oversized shoes suit coat fourteen sizes too big his
fake mustache (yes he even puts on the fake mustache &
we’ll know this b/c he’ll have no mustache & then he’ll turn
around & look in the mirror (which we’ll see @ the beginning
(& which he’ll use periodically during the sped up scene (but
we won’t see him look @ himself in the mirror b/c he’s too
big & blocks our view (anyway – @ the beginning he’ll have
no mustache & then he’ll turn around & look in the mirror
for a long time & then he’ll turn around again & lo & behold
he’ll have a mustache))))) & then he’ll leave the room but
on his bed we’ll see the bowler hat & then he’ll return & grab
the bowler hat & then … & then he’ll go thru his putting-onthe-hat ritual. Grabbing it by both sides. Holding it out @
arm’s length. Slowly moving it towards his head. Not liking
the first approach. Re-extending his arms. Bringing the hat
toward his head. Nope, still something wrong. Once more. &
this time he places the hat atop (yes, that’s the right word,
even though it sounds smarmy) atop his head.
One last time he’ll check his reflection. & the camera’ll move
to peer over his shoulder. & for a split second, we’ll see the
other as he really is. A fat guy, sure. But not so big as John
Candy. & not wearing too short pants. Or too big shoes. Or
any of those clothes from before. Fake mustache? Right out.
(Gang of homeless kids crowded behind him? (Absolutely
Not)). He’ll just look like a normal guy. Especially normal
since obesity is the fastest growing medical condition. In
America. An Akaky Akakievich for the U.S. An Everyman.
But then that split second’ll end. & he’ll turn around. & it’ll
be John Candy looking like a vaudevillian again. & he’ll leave
…
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…& we’ll be back on the street. Could be any street. Right
behind the one & the other. The camera appearing to come
right out the back of the other’s head. & we’ll follow behind.
(SHOULD BE PLENTY OF THESE FLASHBACKS FOR THE
OTHER SINCE HE’S OUR MAIN CHARACTER)
Dialogue:
The one: Have you ever read Dune by Frank Herbert.
<Oh. Sure. As soon as I decide, on a movie, I make not
one. But two literary references. & this is all really pomo.
Or post-pomo. Or whatever. I mean, “The Overcoat,” that’s
fine. But Dune? Aaaaagh!>
The other: Yeah. I didn’t like it.
[AN EXPLANATION: The book Dune is about several groups
of people who all live on a desert planet called “Arrakis.”
Arrakis, being a desert planet, is covered w/ sand & has
very little water. Above the sand there’s a lot of political
intrigue. Nothing but political intrigue. Morning & noon –
political intrigue. & @ night, more political intrigue, only
it’s dark. So the political intrigue is more intriguing. The
political intrigue, as you might expect, centers around water
(b/c there ain’t much) & this spice called melange that
everyone’s wild about. Beneath the sand there’re gigantic,
human-devouring worms. The End.]
(How to film this explanation. I dunno.)
(Maybe it should be like Tarantino. W/ a cut. & then we see
some bored slacker who gives the explanation. Who says
“like” a lot. & doesn’t look @ the audience. B/c the bored
slacker’s watching TV. So it’s as if we interrupted him. & he
gives us the distracted rundown. W/ his perpetual sinusitis.
& then a cut back to the action. I guess?)
The one: Why’s that?
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The other: Well, it’s 300 pages of walking on sand, followed
by two pages of a stupid war, and two more pages of a
ridiculous duel.
The one laughs.
The other: I didn’t care about the Fremen …
[MORE EXPLANATION-ING: Right. & they’re like these
apolitical types who live in the desert. Called Fremen. Like,
the people’re called Fremen. Not the desert. Don’t remember
what the desert’s called. Less it’s Arrakis. & they can control
the worms. The Fremen. &, like, get to the spice w/o any
tech. The Fremen can. So they’re, like, important, too.]
The other: … or the spice or the worms. Except that I
wanted everyone in the book to get eaten by the worms
about halfway thru. I wish they would’ve gotten rid of the
middleman and started the war earlier, canning the stuff
about the Fremen wandering around on the sand and riding
the worms and finding the damned spice.
The one: You forgot about the political intrigue.
The other: Oh yeah. There sure was plenty of that. & it was
… you know? …
The one: Intriguing?
The other: You got it.
Beat.
The one lights a cigarette.
The one: I disagree.
The other: Oh? About what?
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The one: I kinda liked the Fremen. They were my favorite,
really. I mean, think of how much they had to go thru just
to learn how to walk.
The other: On the sand.
The one: Right.
The other: There was plenty of sand.
The one: All the other groups, the houses, the politicians,
they had their technology. Made it easy. They could go across
the sand just … like … that. But the Fremen, they spent their
whole lives perfecting a walking style.
The other: I guess.
The one: And since they can walk and control the worms,
they can get the spice – since the worms and the spice’re
always in the same area. And everyone needs the spice. And
only the Fremen can get there. Consistently. W/o technology.
The other: Why do they need the spice?
The one: B/c of the Fremen. They started it. They built their
entire lives around this absurd quest. Something that’s
extremely difficult. & they got other people to join in on the
quest. To be interested in the quest. And the spice expands
your mind. But not in any essential way.
The other: So everyone’s hooked.
The one: Sure.
The other: Drug dealers.
The one: Artists. They have to take great risks. They have
to sacrifice their lives … for something useless … or, no,
something unnecessary. And they do. They’ve completely
accepted the absurdity. Really, they’re no-nonsense. Giving
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them something to do … just for something to do. Just for
something to center their lives around. And they run w/ it.
The other: Walk.
The one: What?
The other: They walk w/ it. The book’s all about walking.
(& then there’ll be a cut. &…
(COMMENTARY FROM THE EXPLAINEER:
Interviewer: So what do you think about the one and the
other’s stances on Dune?
Slacker: Like, I think they both got it wrong.
Interviewer: Do you care to elaborate?
Slacker: No. I’m, like, watching TV here. And, like, what’re
you doing in my house?
Interviewer: Ladies and gentlemen, you heard it …
Slacker: No, really, like, I think you should, uh, leave.
Interviewer: I’m not leaving.
Slacker: Yeah, like, I guess that’s fine, too, uh … Wanna
order a pizza?
Interviewer: Absolutely.)
& then there should be a cut.)
(This is nothing like Tarantino (maybe more like Mel Brooks
(& Tarantino.)))
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& the two’ll continue walking. The one looking forward, the
other looking down. & they’ll come to an intersection. The
other not paying attention. Not seeing the oncoming car.
Almost stepping out in front of it, when the one stops him.
The one: You’ve got to walk like a Fremen around here.
Come on. Like this.
When the car passes, the one’ll strike out bravely. Across the
street. The other’ll shrug, still looking @ the ground. (Heavyhanded symbolism of the entire scene hopefully muted by
the fact that this is a movie – & movies move quickly.) &
the camera’ll stop. While the two continue. One wearing a
jacket. Cool. Other carrying his coat. Hot. Walking farther &
farther toward the shimmering curtain. Distinct. A bit hazy.
Hazy. Until they’re only vague forms. On the horizon. (An
unfilmable art film (shot in gritty 16mm (except the other’s
flashbacks which’ll be in black & white (except that shot in
the mirror (which’ll be in color (the gritty color of the 16mm
(maybe John Goodman could play the other (or Michael
Badalucco – like his character from The Search for One-eye
Jimmy (& maybe this shouldn’t be a film @ all))))))))).
Cut to black.
*****
So: it’ll be night. Work – over. The one & the other’ll’ve
listened to the R.E.M. song most of the day. & eaten @
Arthur Treacher’s. B/c they never have …
A story about two guys in their 20s …
No.
A movie about two…
No.
A true story…
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No.
Based on a…
No.
Why am I writing this story?
The vaudeville doesn’t work. The facts don’t work. Can’t
remember ‘em. That’s for sure. The film doesn’t work.
Nothing works. Why continue? Something to do. I guess.
I’ve been trying to write this story for years now. & …
No more complaining. Just finish.
I’m writing this story b/c…
No. If I was gonna do that, I shoulda started w/ it earlier.
The running commentary. In the story. About the story. On
the story. The making of the story. The Nth Anniversary
edition. Of the story.
“Let me explain. No. There is too much. Let me sum up.”
(More Princess Bride references?)
Begin again:
The two’ll’ve listened to the R.E.M. song most of the day.
& now it’ll be night. Night of the last day. That the one’s in
town. Before he leaves. For the West. They’ll’ve listened to
the song for most of the day. & they’ll think it’s the end of
the world. The one’ll think it’s the end of the old world. The
beginning of the new. & the other’ll think it’s THE END. Or,
it might as well be.
& that’s what they’ll think. In the Arthur Treacher’s. @ the
end of the world.
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It’ll be obvious that the two should be switched. The other
leaving. The other going West. Nothing holding him back.
No children. No wife. No girlfriend. No family. Or, no needy
family. Not even a gang of homeless kids who depend on
him. For food. & money. & sagely advice. About the world.
& they, in turn, fix his racecar. But there’s an evil sheriff…
(No. Whatever. A reference to Six Pack is perfect for this
piece. So awful.) No nothing. Just him & the open road.
He’d love life. Be full of joie de vivre. & now he’s going
out to experience the world. In this case, he’d definitely be
played by John Goodman. & then Tom Waits’d stay behind.
& smoke cigarettes. & whatever was holding him back’d be
concrete. & we’d know what he’s wrestling w/. & it’d be
sad. Bittersweet. Funny, @ points. & it’d have a really great
ending. Either w/ Tom Waits leaving behind what’s holding
him back. In a dramatic climax. Or in a quiet conclusion.
Where he just leaves. Either way, there’d be a piece @ the
end, like in The Shawshank Redemption. Where Morgan
Freeman & Tim Robbins meet. Again. But you’re not sure if
it’s a dream, or reality. Or maybe Tom Waits’d come to terms
w/ what’s holding him back. Or maybe find some unforeseen
compromise. Or maybe the compromise would just arise (&
I’ll rhyme, all the time). & no matter the ending, that Tom
Waits movie’d be much better. Than this. Whatever it is.
I’m writing this story b/c if I finish it …
But no. The one’s the one leaving …
The one’s the one who’ll leave.
& maybe that’s why I keep thinking of The Princess Bride.
B/c in that movie. Everyone has a purpose. A mission. Until
the end. When they live “happily ever after.” Which means.
More or less. That they’re all dead now. B/c nothing ever
follows “& they lived happily ever after.” But in the book.
Quite different. B/c the book goes past the point where “&
they lived happily ever after” should be. They still have a
purpose. A mission. Only. Once their missions are complete.
They’ve got nothing left. They’re nothing. Or soon to be
nothing. & that’s how the other’ll feel. Only he won’t be
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living “happily ever after.” & he hasn’t completed a mission.
He’s just afraid that once the one leaves. He’ll be nothing.
…
I’m writing this story b/c if I finish it I think I can …
Whatever.
Begin again.
So: it’ll be night. The one & the other’ll’ve eaten @ Arthur
Treacher’s. B/c they never have. Even though it’s right next
door. & their point is to hangout in E-----. & they’ll figure
that involves death. Or undeath. & what better way to
experience that feeling than to eat fried fish, French fries, &
hushpuppies (fried dough)? & afterwards the one’ll smoke a
cigarette. & the other’ll be nostalgic. B/c he knows that it’s
all coming to an end. & the two’ll talk about (what else?)
the future. The one w/ restrained enthusiasm. The other w/
restrained sadness.
& this would be a perfect place for some witty dialogue. But
we didn’t say anything witty. We talked in fits. & starts. &
stops. & that’s what the one & the other’ll be like. So no
dialogue. Descriptions of the dialogue. Sure. W/o wittiness.
But that’s all.
& then they’ll go to the café. Where they’ve eaten countless
bagels. Drank countless cups of coffee. & they’ll go to a bar.
Have a beer. & they’ll wander around town. & all the while
the topic of conversation’ll be the same. Along w/ the way
it’s delivered. The one talking about the future. The other
trying to be excited for him. The one telling the other he,
too, will leave one day. The other halfheartedly agreeing. Or
saying nothing.
I’m writing this story b/c if I finish it I think I can analyze it,
which would mean …
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& since the movie didn’t work, maybe the two’ll go to the
movies. The E----- Lyceum.
They’ll see a vampire movie. Called Vampyre. B/c that’s the
old-fashioned spelling. Supposedly. & it’ll be the usual. A
vampire, a creature that’ll live forever & ever provided he
doesn’t meet w/ any stakes. Provided he stays out of the
sun. Falls in love w/ a woman who’ll never love him. He’ll go
after her anyhow. @ first the leading lady isn’t interested.
B/c she’s madly in love w/ the leading man. Who is bland.
Then it’ll seem like the vampire’s won her over. Then the
almost jilted boyfriend’ll find an old vampire hunter. The
vampire hunter trains the boyfriend. & then they go hunting.
@ night. & they fight a harrowing fight against the vampire.
The vampire looks like he might win. He’s certainly more
powerful. But when the vampire sees that the leading lady still
has feelings for the leading man … In the end, the vampire’ll
die. Killing the vampire hunter. In the process. Leaving the
leading lady & the leading man together. The leading lady
feels bad that the vampire had to die. After such a tough
life. & the leading man feels bad. B/c the vampire hunter
had become a mentor to him. The audience feels bad. B/c
the vampire hunter & the vampire were the best characters.
& b/c they paid money to see this. But love’ll conquer all, &
the leading lady & the leading man’ll live happily ever after.
And we know what that means.
The. End.
& depending on the conclusion, there’ll be a purpose for
all this. W/ the various Vampyre characters symbolizing
different things in the story. Maybe the one & the other’ll
even have some dialogue about the movie. Where they’ll
crack wise. & talk like Bela Lugosi (even though he’s not in
the flick). & laugh. The other covering up his sadness. & the
one’ll make pointed comments. About the movie. That can
be taken – metaphorically. For the other to think about. Or
maybe not.
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& then they’ll head back to the UZ Complex. Or the
Hamistagan Building. Or the Tartar. In silence. In silhouette.
Dialogue [the way people would like it to be]:
[[Insert your own bittersweet, witty dialogue here]]
& they’ll give each other that charged handshake. That
friends give when they know they won’t be seeing each
other again. For a while. For a time. For a long while. For a
long time. & the camera’ll move in on the back of the other’s
head. & – & –
There’s this guy. He’s asleep. Partially asleep. Hands behind
his head. Cup of coffee in front of him. On a folding table.
The projectionist. He doesn’t know it’s time. To start the
movie. Wake up, guy. Come on. Wake up. Now he’s awake.
Nods. Almost falls back to sleep. Come on, guy. Wake. Up.
Eyes open. Nods. Puts both hands on the table. Pushes.
Back not quite straightening out. A hunchedy old man. Walks
to the projector. No. Shuffles. To the projector. Not all the
joints working. One leg better than the other. Operating
better than the other. A slow. Herky-jerky walk. He reaches
the projector. Smiles. Waves. Like a little kid. Waving to
his parents. From way far off. @ the beach. Hey, mom.
Hey, dad. Look @ me. It’s an ancient projector. One that
still has reels. Instead of the modern. Platters. The size of
kitchen tables. That hold the whole movie. So that means
the old man’ll have to switch out the reels. Timed w/ the
cigarette burns. & you get the feeling. He won’t get there on
time. Or maybe. The reels’ll be out of order. But who cares?
The film’s threaded. The projector’s on. The old man waves
again. From farther away. On the beach. On the beach. The
wind blowing. The waves rolling in. The sky cloudy. & no
one else around. Then he shuffles back. To his seat. Asleep.
Instantly.
The theater’s dark. & humid. & mildewed. & sticky. & cold. &
the red-velvet wall-hangings. Are torn. & you’re alone (or so
you think (you feel alone)). & the sound system. Is broken.
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Obviously broken. B/c it cuts in. & out. & in. & out. But
even when it works. It’s quiet. Barely audible. (You think
you feel alone.) The old commercial. That shows a wing. Of
the military. Fighting lava monsters. Is almost. Completely.
Indistinguishable. & the commercial. For the fruit-flavored.
Ex-Nazi drink. Made by the soft drink company. From Atlanta.
Consumed en masse. By Brazilians. Utterly silent. A trailer
for an action film. Set during the Great War. (What. A great.
War.) & then another trailer. For a vampire movie. Loosely
based on. The Irishman’s book. It’s all like a time machine.
Taking you back. To Vaudeville.
(You didn’t see anyone. When you came in.)
(But the theater was dark. Is dark.)
& then the credits. The opening credits. & then Based on a
True Story (Based on a Story that’s True, Based on a Story,
yeah, that’s True, well, Truly it’s a Story, a Story Based on
the Truth, that being the Truth on which this Story is Based,
& that’s the Truth of the Story). Which may be. The title. Or.
It may be. An assertion.
(But what is. That sound. If there’s no one. Else?)
(You think … you feel …)
It’s about two guys in their late teens. About a comedy duo.
Who meet up in college. @ the beginning of college. Or,
that’s what it seems. There’s still no sound. Inconsistent.
Audio. So this could all be wrong. Could all be. A subjective.
Projection.
They look like Vaudevillians. The one’s the straight man.
The other’s the loon. & they’re hats. & suits. & smoking. &
the one’s movements. Are quiet. Subtle. Muted. (Literally.)
& you can see the sarcasm. In his eyes. & in the way. He
speaks. Doesn’t matter you can’t hear him. You can tell.
& the other’s loud. Boisterous. Goofy. Fidgety. He wears a
bowler. Hat.
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(& you swear. You heard. Someone say. Like, who wears
bowlers, anymore? But it must be. Your. Imagination.)
But then the curtain goes down. & they’re different. The
other’s not as wacky. As he is on stage. & the one’s not as
deadpan. As the character. He plays.
How they met. The one. & the other. There’re three. Versions.
THE VAUDEVILLE VERSION: Where the one. Walks into a
studio. Apartment. W/ what looks like. A daybag. & then the
other. Enters. Carrying two rucksacks. Two backpacks.
[“Right, like, uh, one’s a frontpack, then, you know?”]
(Is this. A voice. In your head? Or can. Someone. In the
theater. Read. Your thoughts?)
Pockets of his overcoat. Suit jacket. Pants. Overflowing.
Balancing a giant. Urn. On his head. W/ his bowler. Atop.
Pulling a rickshaw. That has. An untold # of. Rucksacks.
Bags. Suitcases. Backpacks. Frontpacks. Sidepacks.
Amongst other. Pieces of. Luggage, &. Containers. Of all
sorts. Stuffed. Crammed. Jammed. Etc. W/ material. Items.
& the one. Sticks his hand out. To shake. As a. Greeting.
& the other. Does the same. But in the process. He drops
one of the rucks. Throwing off his balance. Throwing the
urn. From his head. Into the rickshaw. Rickshaw flipping
backwards. Banging down the steps. Out into the street.
Where it causes a forty-car-pile-up. Keystone Kops on the
scene. Immediately. Directing traffic down the wrong way. Of
a one-way. Street. Kops trying to clear the debris. From the
road. Others mistakenly. Return the debris. To the road. More
cars crashing. People filling the streets. Screaming. Being
misdirected. & re-misdirected. Until the Kops. Finally. Leave.
Although. The camera never leaves. The studio. Apartment.
The scene outside. Conveyed. Thru the soundtrack. & the
speakers still don’t. Technically. Work. Really don’t work. @
all. So this description. Of what’s happening. Outside. Might
be a complete. Flight of fancy. Added for entertainment.
While watching this. Inadvertently. Silent movie. & right
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@ that moment. The other’s pants. Fall down. B/c of the
weight from the. Pockets. & then—
The one: Sorry you lost all your stuff.
The other: All of it? That was only the 1st load.
& the scene closes. W/ the telescopic aperture. Shutting.
The other shrugging his shoulders. W/ a wacky look. On his
face.
(You must’ve. Been imagining. The voice. B/c it’s gone.
Now.)
THE INDY VERSION: Where the one. & the other. Stand on a
street corner. The one smoking. A cigarette. & then. There’s
a title card. YEARS BEFORE. & the one looks. Exactly the
same. Standing. On the street corner. Smoking. Maybe. The
same cigarette. As in. The scene. Previous. Only now. He
stands there. By himself. & the other walks up.
The other: You wanna start a Vaudeville routine?
Beat.
The one: I can’t right now. I’m smokin’ this cigarette.
The other: How about when you’re done?
Beat.
The one: We’ll have to see. ‘m not used to lookin’ that far
into the future.
& the one smokes his cigarette. Right down. To the filter.
Stubs it out. On the bottom. Of his shoe. Bends the filter up.
Throws it into. The street. Then the one. & the other. Just
stand there. Just stand there. Just stand there.
The other: So, you wanna start a Vaudeville routine?
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Beat.
The one: Uh … Yeah, sure.
Just stand there. Just stand there. Just stand there. Just …
CUT TO BLACK.
[“Um, who, like, directed this movie?”]
(Ignore it. It’s not really. There.)
THE REAL VERSION: Where. They lived nextdoor. To each
other. In college.
So there’s the versions. Of how they met. & their act getting
more popular. There. @ college. & everything seems so
new. Especially for the other. B/c. You get the feeling. He
was a homebody. Before. Now. It’s a constant beginning.
W/ no ending. No repeats. Reruns. Redos. Rehashings. Or
retakes. Or maybe not. Just free associating here. It could
be. That the old man. Got hold of the dailies. & the director
filmed enough. Scenes. For a twenty hour flick. Or maybe.
I’m not actually. Paying attention. All the time. & these
interpretations. Are mine alone. Providing no insight. To
anyone. But myself.
[“I dunno, like, who cares? This movie makes me, you know?
Tired. Why, you know, work so hard? Sheesh.”]
(You were. Positive. You were. Alone. Now. That’s shattered.)
This interpretation. That the other. Was a homebody. Comes
from. The fact. That he keeps. Knocking on the one’s door.
Which always seems to be. A gateway. To social activity.
& opportunity. B/c the one’s room. Has two doors. One.
Leading. To the dorm hallway. & One. Leading. Right outside.
That 2nd door being the door. They use. Before each show.
Before each pub crawl. Whereas the other’s room. Only
has one door. & that room appears to be. A deadend. The
doorless. Windowless wall. Is maybe made of rock.
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& the interpretation. Of newness. That everything’s always.
New. Comes from the fact. That. The stages. The one &
the other perform on. The stages always look different.
But the curtain. Looks the same. W/ the school’s crest. The
University of Nusquam. Emblazoned on the red velvet.
[“I dunno, like, uh, so many interpretations.”]
(The voice is. Right behind. You.)
& there’re parties. & girls. & always. New experiences. New
routines. New ideas. New stages. Thru the same door. &
the same curtain. The two never sleep. Or maybe that’s b/c
this is a movie. So you don’t see them sleep. & this entire.
Explanation. Can be dismissed. Based on its suspect nature.
Thanks to the lousy. Sound system. & the irresponsible. Old
man. That guy.
Then they move beyond college. A talent scout. Played by
Max von Sydow. Finds them. Perhaps. This is all conjecture.
& they take their show. On the road. Where it all changes.
Or. Actually. It all becomes. The same. B/c every time the
two pull into a new town. The sign says. The same thing:
Welcome to Philadelphia
“Our Fair Town”
Only. You get the idea. That this isn’t “Philadelphia.” Not
the real Philadelphia. Not Philadelphia. Pennsylvania. But
another Philadelphia. Maybe. The Philadelphia. That W.C.
Fields’ epitaph. Speaks of. The epitaph that says: “All things.
Considered. I’d rather be. Here. Than in. Philadelphia.” & as
for “Fair.” It’s like. Baseball cards. Where there’s “Mint.”
& “Excellent.” & “Good.” & then “Fair.” One step. Above.
“Poor.” Earlier routines are repeated. Again. & again. &
again. & again. The newness. Is gone. & even though the
two keep traveling. It’s all the same. To them. But Max von
Sydow. Gets them to keep. Rehashing their performances.
& it’s obvious that. Pretty soon. The comedy duo. Will sever.
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& they do.
& they’re in a parking lot. Maybe it’s in Philadelphia. Maybe
it’s back @ Nusquam. Maybe it’s. Somewhere else. & they
give each other. The handshake. & you can see. That the
other. Wants –
[“Um, like, why didn’t the, ya know, director just, uh, chill
out?”]
(Right. In. Your ear.)
(You are not alone.)
& then the screen gets brighter. The actors playing the parts.
Change. Rapidly. Tom Waits. Jason Schwartzman. Dean
Martin. Bud Abbot. John Candy. John Goodman. Michael
Badalucco. Oliver Hardy. Lou Costello. & then … Random.
Images. Possibly. Nonsensical. But then … Maybe. This is
a movie about a man w/ diabetes. Who’s just contracted
diabetes. In the tradition of. Cancer stories. & AIDS. Stories.
The other’s just. Contracted. Diabetes. Just before the one.
Leaves. & the constant shots. Of the other. Suffering from.
Polyuria. Symbolize that he’s. Pissing his life away. The
repetition. The repetition. & now. The one doesn’t want. To
leave. Can’t leave. B/c of his friend’s. Condition. & soon.
They’re shots of the other. Injecting insulin. W/ hypodermic.
Syringes. Or maybe. This is a movie. About a drug addict. &
the syringes aren’t for. Insulin. They’re for. Heroin. That the
other got hooked on. During the comedy duo’s. Rise to fame.
& maybe the one doesn’t want to leave. B/c he got. The
other. Hooked. In the 1st place. & that’s why. There’re shots.
Flashbacks. Of the one. Handing the other. His 1st needle.
& there are other images. Indecipherable. Moving so. Fast.
Random. Flashbacks to unknown times. Not shown. Before.
In the film. The actors. Always different. One showing. The
other. Losing a wife. Or girlfriend. In an accident. (Perhaps.)
Another shows her leaving. The other. For a. Better looking.
Man. & another. Shows the other. Fighting w/ an evil sheriff.
In defense. Of a band. Of homeless kids. But no matter.
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How random. The images. There’s always. A flash. Back
to the handshake. Or. Maybe. The images. Symbolize.
The other’s attempt to. Make a plot. Using his. Life. B/c
he knows. Once the one leaves. That his life. Won’t be like
a conventional. Story. It’ll be like an experimental. Story.
Where absolutely anything. Can happen. Next. Anything.
Absolutely. Even nothing. Nothing. At. All. But that nothing.
Is too terrifying. It’d be. Better. To have a terrible. Illness.
Or to be a. Drug addict. Or to be wrestling w/. The loss. Of
a loved one. Though that loss came from. An unfortunate.
Occurrence. Or cruelty. It’d be better. To be dealing w/. An
actual. Plotline. Even if. That plotline. Is ridiculous. Like the
one. W/ the sheriff. Instead of dealing w/. Random images.
Spliced together.
Maybe.
(There’s a shuffling of. Many feet. Behind you.)
B/c that interpretation. Only works. If you discount. The lousy
sound system. That still. Doesn’t work. Properly. Seeing as
how. It did. Finally. Begin. Broadcasting sound. But only
after. Long stretches. Of silence. & then. The sound was.
Ear-splitting. & startling. B/c of the silence. The long. Long.
Silence. Dismissed by. A raucous blast. Of incomprehensible
noise. & also. About halfway thru. The picture started
cutting out. & most of the time. The picture wasn’t centered.
To begin w/. The images scampering. Off. The screen. &
also. The old man. That guy. Has been in charge. Of the
projection. From the start. Having to switch the reels. @ the
right time. In the right order. Using the right canisters. So
all of this. Could be. Wildly inaccurate.
(Dear sir, do you think this interpretation is, to quote, “wildly
inaccurate,” unquote?)
The arbitrary images take over. Flickering. & then there’s
the handshake. & then –
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The images stop. A light turns on. Behind you. &. In front
of you. On the screen. A man. W/ a scruffy van dyke. &
unkempt. Hair. Wearing sweatpants. & a black T-shirt. That
says. “All your base. Are belong. To us.” Obviously a slacker.
Being interviewed. Documentary style. Well lit. Sitting on
an ancient. Vinyl. Recliner. Torn in several. Places. Padding
coming out. The tears. & the chair is. Located in a. Movie
theater. & you know. This is taking place. Right behind you.
& the slacker. Who seems to be. Looking @. You. Completely
exhausted. Apathetic. Seeming like. He’ll never move.
From that chair. Again. Holding his head up. W/. One hand.
Reaching down. For a. Mountain Dew. Opening it. & drinking.
As if even. Talking. Requires a. Herculean. Effort. Requires.
Fuel. The slacker. Shrugs his shoulders. Says:
[“Sheesh, like, uh, I dunno. Right? What, you know, what’s
gonna last? Um. Uh. Like, what’s it matter, right?, when,
like, uh, everything, you know, right, um, everything
becomes, uh, like parcels of yesterday. Uh. What? Parcels?
UPS? Dreadful. Huh? Sheesh. Like, I dunno. Really, you
know? I don’t. It’s all, like… Yeah, uh, it seems the director,
uh, you know? right? he wants, like, who cares? Uh, I
guess, like, to keep something going, right? uh, forever.
I dunno. I dunno. That movie, like, you know, makes me,
like, tired. Sure. Tired. Why should life, uh, you know, like,
all. I dunno. Labor, right? I guess? Like, be. Why should life
all labor, uh, you know? right? Be. Hold on. Uh, um, doesn’t
make any sense. Right? Like, you know, uh, let’s just chill,
right? Sure. I dunno. Like … a tale, you know, right? um,
of little meaning. Sure. Who cares? You know, like, strong
words. Uh. Um. Like, you know? Right? I dunno. Like … Uh.
I dunno. Rest. Yeah. Like. Um. Give us long, you know, rest.
Right? Yeah. Like, uh. Er. I dunno. Maybe. Maybe. I dunno.
Sheesh.”]
You turn. Around. As the light. Goes out. & now. The light.
From behind you. From the. Movie. Screen. Gets brighter.
& you feel. Alone. Actually. Really. Alone. & the image. On
the screen. Is the handshake. &. You can imagine that.
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Back @ the projection booth. There’s a smell. Of burning.
& the old man sleeps. On the beach. The clouds rolling.
In. Waving. Light getting. Brighter. Hey, mom! Hey, dad!
Overexposure. Go ahead & sleep. Old man. This guy. You’ve
seen this flick before. Always under. The same conditions.
@ E----- Lyceum. & you’ve given it a different spin. Gotten
a different spin. Each time. But you’ve never come. To the
definitive point. The period. The end. Perhaps. The happily
ever. After. A frightening prospect. That you don’t have to
face. B/c. There’s another showing. There’s always another
showing. There’ll be another showing. Tomorrow night. But
you get the feeling. As you always. Do. That this might be.
The last. The last showing. For you. The end. But the film.
Is melting. & the light expands. Like a nuclear. Explosion.
Overexposing. The whole world. But even then. You can.
Tell. That –
The other’ll want to say something. Want to thank the one.
B/c … Thru-out. It’s become obvious. To him. That he owes
the one. That his life. Would’ve been. This repetition. That
it’s going to be. W/o the one. Forever. & so he’ll want to
say something. Something witty. & clever. That’ll show the
one how much he’s helped. The other. How much the other
appreciates the whole deal. How … But he won’t want to
sound. Sappy. &’ll realize. There’s nothing to say. & thinks
maybe. He’ll say that. B/c the one. Would like that. & that’s
how it’s always been. The other has always told the one.
His best ideas. & why should now. Be any different? & the
other’ll look up. To say …
But the one’ll be gone.
<I’m writing this story b/c I think once I write it I can analyze
it like a story & since this was part of my life I’ll be analyzing
my own life which is something I don’t seem to be able to
do in the everyday world & once I analyze it I’ll know how
to proceed w/ my life but I’ve been writing it & writing it
forever for who knows how long & I wonder if I’ll ever get
beyond it or if I’ve just stagnated & there’s no way around
that & if now the story’s become part of that stagnation>
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& then the other’ll get into his car. There in the evening. Of
the last day. & start the engine. & turn on the radio. & there.
On the radio.
It’ll be the end of the world.
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Morning of the Equinox

I woke today just after.
Typical. There was a moment
of perfect balance and
I missed it, but I’m right
on time for the slow glide
into dark, the balance
tipped toward night.
Look—I’m discouraged,
and I’m starting to think
it’s about me, the sun
turning its shoulders,
the sycamore out back
throwing down,
the fraught fuck-its
of butterfly wings
as they gather to head
south. There’s a chill
in the air, and I blame
their frenzied flapping,
blame myself, somehow,
queen of what’s autumnal,
monarch of empty trees.
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Taproot

Sometimes the phone rings
twice an hour, and we don’t
pick up, no more to give
at two-thirty than two,
and three o’clock looks
very much the same.
The trees teach little about debt
but draw themselves upward.
If something blocks their light
they’ll grow around it.
Deep in the ground,
the roots go straight down,
or spread, or pull up knees.
They point themselves
directly at their need.
We’d like to find
an answer in the world,
but honeysuckle shrugs,
and the stare of the io moth
gives nothing away.
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Karen Craigo
A Nickel for Every _____

Forget for what. Imagine
the roomful of coins,
more arriving each day—
you could roll in them,
put them in stacks of twenty,
grab fistfuls and let them fall
to hear their cuprous song.
When you close the door
you have to toe spare silver
under to the other side.
What people keep saying
is obvious, laughable,
the floor depressed
from the repetition.
If you really had a nickel
for every time something,
you’d tamp them in wrappers
that just fit your finger,
cash them in for something
no one could ever predict.
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An Interview with Okla Elliott

In each issue, Suburban Diaspora will highlight an author
of prose and/or poetry that is active in the independent
community. For this issue, editor Matt Kimberlin sat down
with author, poet, editor, and translator Okla Elliott. Okla’s
most recent work is Blackbirds in September, a book of
translated poems originally written by German author
Jürgen Becker.
MK: First of all, thank you for sitting down with me, Okla.
Why don’t we start off with a little bit of biographical
information? You were originally from Kentucky, but much
of your education took place in the Midwest. What places do
you feel crop up in your writing the most? Does your work
in translation enrich your identity as an author?
OE: I was born in Kentucky and lived in various towns and
cities there until the age of sixteen, when my sister Vickie
got a job in Charlotte, North Carolina, so we moved there.
I finished high school and college in North Carolina. During
undergrad I studied for a year in Germany and a semester
in Poland, two experiences that have shaped much of my
creative and intellectual life. After graduating I wasn’t
sure which direction I wanted to go academically, though
I knew I wanted to be a writer. I took a job as the evening
manager at UNC-Greensboro’s library. In many ways, I
got my most important education being exposed to all of
the books there. I also used my free classes as a full-time
employee to cobble together an MA in Liberal Studies, which
basically just meant taking ten random classes ranging from
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Economics and Law to a D.H. Lawrence class to a year-long
screenwriting class. I ended up doing my MFA in creative
writing at Ohio State University and my PhD in comparative
literature at University of Illinois. I owe all of the places I’ve
lived and learned a huge debt, and they pop up constantly in
my writing. As for translation, it expands the ways I write in
English, since I have to accommodate the style of whatever
I am translating. Translating is one of the best ways to learn
new tricks and tactics for your own work, and I’ve benefited
greatly from doing it.
MK: That is a diverse background to be sure. Considering
how much of your life has been involved with the academic
sphere, do you consider yourself to be more of an academic
or a writer? Or maybe a blend of those things? In other
words, how has your education changed the content or style
of your writing? How much of an impact has it had on you,
if at all?
OE: I am a first-generation high school graduate, so education
is infinitely important to me. My father, in what I now see
as a touchingly naïve move, bought me an encyclopedia set
when I was a kid, maybe around age eight or nine, because
he insisted that I was going to go to college, and he believed
that somehow this encyclopedia set would guarantee that.
Maybe it did. I read the entire set more than once, and I
still have an everything-and-the-kitchen-sink approach to
creative writing and intellectual pursuits.
In many ways, despite my assortment of degrees, I consider
myself an autodidact. I was writing and publishing well before
I went to the MFA program, though I had taken exactly one
creative writing class in undergrad. And then I began doing
translations before I entered the comparative literature
PhD program. One of my heroes, Isaac Asimov, said: “Selfeducation, I firmly believe, is the only kind of education there
is.” I have used institutions of higher learning to further my
creative and scholarly interests, but they are merely one
among many instruments available for doing so.
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As for picking between being a writer or a scholar, part of
me wants to deny the foundation of the question—that these
should be seen as separate categories. My creative writing
influences my scholarship, and my scholarship influences
my creative writing, and there are so many points of overlap
that sometimes I can’t tell which is which, especially when
I write creative nonfiction. For example, an essay I recently
had in The Chattahoochee Review and was lucky enough to
have listed as a “notable essay” in Best American Essays
2015 blends travel writing, personal meditation, literary
scholarship, and trauma theory in equal measure. Writing
that essay, I wore several of my hats at once, and I love it
all the more for that fact.
MK: I was hoping you’d challenge the premise of that
question. Good on you. Coming from a working class
background myself, I have a great amount of respect for
your path. It’s not an easy one, but it is a worthy one. In
addition to your various pursuits of scholarship and writing,
you have a press as well. Could you talk a little bit about
your press and how you see editing fitting into your identity?
OE: Nearly all of my literary heroes started publishing
enterprises. Asimov founded Asimov’s Science Fiction,
Mailer cofounded The Village Voice, Oates cofounded Ontario
Review Press (along with the journal Ontario Review), Sartre
cofounded the journal Les temps modernes, and Warren
confounded The Southern Review. Interestingly, their work
spans multiple genres as well. I think there’s something
about that kind of eclectic mind that needs many outlets
in order to feel satisfied. I often joke that I have highfunctioning ADHD and simply need a dozen things going on
at once to keep my mind occupied. But I guess I could have
chosen knitting instead of publishing to occupy that extra
mental energy. The attraction to publishing is that I get to
help shape the literary conversation a bit. For example, I
think we need more translation from around the world, so
at both Mayday Magazine and through New American Press,
I have focused heavily on world literature and literature in
translation. At As It Ought to Be, I publish more political
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and cultural commentary alongside literary works, so I get
to help shape the broader cultural conversation there while
giving voice to marginalized writers. I think, finally, I enjoy
doing all this work as a way of doing my part to support
the community of writers and thinkers in this country, a
community that is often ignored or under-appreciated.
MK: That’s definitely good company. You mentioned writing
in multiple genres as well. You have a fairly extensive
record with most genres: a collection of short fiction, a coauthored novel, a book of poetry, several online essays, and
the recently released book of translations. What genre did
you start in? And why, other than maybe your previously
mentioned heroes, did you decide to expand in your pursuits?
OE: I began writing fiction and poems at a very early age,
maybe seven or eight. I recall an adventure story featuring a
purple jelly bean, wherein I wrote “jelly bean” with a purple
crayon every time after the first naming of it as purple.
And I recall humorous poems written to amuse friends and
family. Robert Penn Warren was my model once I matured
a bit more, largely because he was the only major Kentucky
writer I knew of and his having succeeded so grandly gave
me the courage to pursue literature. He advised working in
all the genres, and since I was already inclined to do so, his
advice became my personal doctrine. From there, I found
myself attracted to authors who jumped between genres or
blurred their distinctions altogether.
MK: That sounds like quite the task to take on. Let’s send
things off on an inspirational note. It seems that a lot of
your mentors and literary heroes were at a distance. Would
you like to pass on any advice to aspiring writers that are
searching for their own role models? Or would you like
to share any mentoring stories from when you were an
emerging writer?
OE: I would advise younger (and older) writers to follow their
interests wherever they lead them. I went about becoming
a writer in a weird and highly idiosyncratic way, and I might
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have even wasted some time in the process following various
interests that didn’t directly feed into my writing. In the long
run, however, it is precisely this idiosyncratic set of interests
that make us the writers we become.
The only other advice I can give is to read, read, and reread,
then write, write, and rewrite. The more broadly you read,
the better your writing will be, and just like any skill from
playing basketball to playing the piano, the more you write,
the better your writing will be.
MK: Wise words to live by. Thank you for joining us.
Okla Elliott’s book of translations, Blackbirds in September:
Selected Shorter Poems of Jürgen Becker, is available from
Black Lawrence Press.
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whose work has appeared in Pank, The &Now Awards: The
Best Innovative Writing, Trnsfr, and elsewhere. Her fields
of interest include experimental fiction, the place where
realism blurs with the speculative, and all things cinematic.
Karen Craigo’s first full-length collection, No More Milk, is
forthcoming from Sundress Publications in 2016. She is the
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is available from Subito Press. He is currently an Assistant
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J. Bruce Fuller is a Louisiana native. His chapbooks include
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Patrick Holian is a native of San Francisco. He writes short
fiction and poetry, holds an MFA in Creative Writing from St.
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Mary’s College of California, and is currently pursuing a PhD
in English and Creative Writing at the University of Louisiana
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for Excellence in Writing, he is the co-founder of the League
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